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 Hermaphroditic reef fish display remarkable diversity in mating strategies, 
social structure, and the timing of sex change. Understanding spatial variation in 
reproductive ecology and physiological condition is important in the design of marine 
reserve systems and fisheries management for species that change sex. I investigated 
patterns in reproductive ecology, condition, and the influence of the underlying 
physical environment, for a temperate protogynous (female first) hermaphrodite, the 
spotty (Notolabrus celidotus) at a small spatial scale. First, I used SCUBA surveys to 
visually estimate density, sex ratio, and size-frequency to describe the social structure 
of two populations of spotties located at either end of a 9 km gradient in swell 
exposure. I then collected individuals from both locations to estimate growth, 
mortality, and the timing of maturation and sex change for each population. To 
estimate and compare physiological stress and condition of individuals sampled from 
these two locations, I used otoliths to quantify fluctuating asymmetry (a measure of 
stress) and I compared this to other commonly used condition indices. Lastly, I 
estimated spatial variation in social structure and a set of environmental variables at 
30 sites along a gradient of swell exposure to investigate correlations between the 
physical environment and the density, sex ratio, and size-frequency of spotties. 
 The results revealed that social structure differed markedly between two 
populations but not always as expected. A low ratio of males to females in sheltered 
Kau Bay suggested that the rate of sex change was constrained for this population 
(relative to Wahine Park, a more swell-exposed site, where males were more abundant 
in the population). Individuals from Kau Bay exhibited slower growth and higher 
mortality estimates, and in line with predictions of the size advantage model, females 
appeared to change sex at an early age and smaller size relative to Wahine Park. 
Contrary to expectations, however, low levels of fluctuating asymmetry suggested the 
population at Kau Bay was less stressed than Wahine Park, despite evidence for 
reduced physiological condition (Fulton’s condition factor K) and high density at Kau 
Bay. Differences in fluctuating asymmetry between sexes and size classes suggested 
that sex-specific fluctuating asymmetry and stressors later in the life history are 
important in these populations. Furthermore, correlations between social structure and 
the physical environment were inconclusive and highlight the necessity for large 
sampling efforts.  
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 Overall, this study concludes that availability of spawning-territory may limit 
the rate of sex change and influence reproductive potential in this species. This 
process may be applicable to other protogynous species that rely on territory-defense 
as a mating strategy. Sex-specific expression of fluctuating asymmetry should be 
considered in hermaphroditic reef fish and the impact of stressors acting on specific 
stages in the life history of individuals requires further investigation. Furthermore, my 
results suggest that condition indices and fluctuating asymmetry cannot be used 
interchangeably to estimate health for these populations (the metrics may provide 
complementary information). Overall, these results emphasise complex and variable 
patterns in the reproductive ecology of hermaphroditic species and my work is among 
the first to demonstrate such patterns over a small spatial scale. Further work can 
clarify questions raised in this study and benefit the conservation of hermaphroditic 
reef fish.  
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 
 
Hermaphroditism, whereby organisms can function as both females and males 
throughout their lifetime, is a natural phenomenon found across a diverse array of taxa  
(Policansky 1982). In the marine environment, a large number of invertebrates and 
teleost fishes are hermaphroditic and display a variety of sex change strategies 
(Policansky 1982, Warner 1975). Simultaneous hermaphrodites have the ability to 
reproduce as males and females at the same time, while sequential hermaphrodites 
start life as one sex and can change sex later in development. When individuals start 
life as female and change to male, they are termed protogynous hermaphrodites, while 
protandrous hermaphrodites start life as male and can change to female. The age or 
length at which individuals change sex can differ between individuals, generations, 
populations, and between species (Charnov et al. 1978, Munday et al. 2006). This 
allows hermaphroditic populations to mold their reproductive strategy and maximise 
reproductive output across a range of environmental and social conditions (Emlen and 
Oring 1977, Munday et al. 2006).  
Hermaphroditic species fill a variety of economically and ecologically 
important roles. Worldwide, a large number of commercial and artisanal fisheries 
species are hermaphroditic (e.g. Ellis and Powers 2012, Hawkins and Roberts 2004, 
Kleczkowski et al. 2008, Lloret et al. 2012). In many ecosystems, protogynous reef 
fish are important predators (e.g. Hamilton et al. 2011, Pérez-Matus & Shima 2010a), 
agents of bioerosion (Ong & Holland 2010), herbivores (e.g. Kopp et al. 2010), and 
ectoparasite ‘cleaners’ (Cole 2010, Robertson 1972). Considering these roles, 
conserving the diversity of hermaphroditic species is important for maintaining 
productive fisheries stocks and a variety of balanced ecosystems worldwide. 
Hermaphrodites, however, may respond differently to marine reserve protection 
relative to their non-sex-changing counterparts, or gonochores (Chan et al. 2012, 
Mumby 2006). A thorough understanding of the reproductive biology and ecology 
specific to hermaphrodites is an important component of fisheries stock modeling 
(Alonzo et al. 2008, Caselle et al. 2011) and marine reserve design (Afonso et al. 
2008). As the expression of sex change can vary considerably across species and 
among populations within species (Munday et al. 2006), case-specific knowledge of 
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reproductive biology and ecology will be important in shaping conservation of 
hermaphrodites.  
The leading theory regarding the evolution of sex change is termed the size 
advantage model or hypothesis (Ghiselin 1969, Warner 1975). First coined by 
Ghiselin (1969), this theory suggests that sex change might evolve in populations if 
the reproductive success of individuals was maximised at different sizes for each sex 
(Figure 1.1). Individuals would be able to maximise their reproductive output by 
taking advantage of this mismatch between reproductive success, size and sex, by 
reproducing first as the sex that reproduces most successfully when small and then 
switching to reproduce secondly as the sex that achieves higher reproductive success 
when large (Warner 1975, 1988, Figure 1.1). In this case, protandry would be 
favoured when female fecundity increased rapidly with size and mating was random 
with respect to size, whereas protogyny would be favoured if some factors acted to 
reduce male fecundity at a small size, such as inexperience, mate selection, and 
territoriality or dominance (Warner 1975; Figure 1.1). 
The first mathematical simulations of the size advantage model assumed that 
the timing of sex change was genetically determined for a species (Warner 1975); 
however, accumulating evidence suggests that genetically connected populations 
display clear differences in the timing of sex change, refuting this assumption (Gust 
2004; Munday et al. 2006). Despite this, the size advantage model can be used to 
predict the optimum age or length at sex change for individuals (Charnov 1979, 1982; 
Leigh et al. 1976; Warner et al. 1975). Incorporating the reproductive value of an 
individual, or its future expectation of reproductive success weighted by survival, 
explains how individuals can vary from one another in the timing of sex change 
(Warner 1988). The optimum size at sex change is determined when the reproductive 
value of the other sex begins to increase more rapidly than it does for its own sex 
(Figure 1.1; Warner 1988).  
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Figure 1.1: The size advantage hypothesis (printed in Munday et al. 2006). Sex 
change is predicted to be favoured in populations if the reproductive success of an 
individual is best achieved at a specific size for a specific sex. Individuals can 
maximise reproductive output by reproducing first as the sex that achieves greater 
reproductive success at a small size, and reproducing second as the sex that achieves 
greater reproductive success by being large. (a) Female fitness (blue line) increases 
more slowly than male fitness (red line) with respect to body size; protogynous sex 
change is favoured and is predicted to occur when these two lines intersect. (b) Male 
fitness (red line) increases more slowly with size than does female fitness (blue line) 
indicating there is a smaller advantage to being a large male; protandrous sex change 
is favoured and is predicted to occur where these two lines intersect. 
 
 
The reproductive value of an individual inherently depends on the fecundities 
of others in the reproductive population, as this determines the frequency of mating 
opportunities and the number of eggs fertilised. Changes to the social structure of the 
population, such as sex ratio, size-frequency (as size is related to fecundity), and 
density, should alter an individual’s reproductive value, and manifest as differences in 
the expression of sex change. The influence of social structure on the expression of 
sex change has been documented for a wide variety of species (McCormick et al. 
2010, Munday et al. 2006, Muñoz and Warner 2003a, Robertson 1972, Sakai 1997, 
Shapiro 1987, Warner 1982). Populations of the bluehead wrasse display a 
remarkable example of socially mediated sex change. At low density, mating 
opportunities are monopolised by a dominant male, sex ratio is skewed towards 
females, and there is rarely overlap in the size-frequency distribution of males and 
of variation in the size structure and dynamics of different
mating groups.
Here, we review recent empirical developments that
have improved our understanding of why and when sex
change occurs. We show that sex-changing species exhibit
a greater diversity of sexual strategies than previously
recognized, and that individuals appear to tailor the
timing and direction of sex change to maximise their RV.
We also show that variation in the timing of sex change
among species, populations and individuals can often be
traced back to differences in the structure of the local
mating group. Our conclusions contrast with recent
analyses that have proposed that sex change occurs at
the same relative size across species [10,11] and demon-
strate that understanding the scale at which individuals
gather information on RV is crucial to our understanding
of the selective advantage of sex change.
The mating system and variation in the timing
of sex change
The mating system provides the opportunity for the RV of
males and females to increase with size at different rates.
In polygynous mating systems, where large males
monopolize matings with many females, male RV is
strongly dependent on size. This favours female–male
sex change (protogyny). When the mating system
is known, most species exhibiting protogyny have a
polygynous mating system [12,13]. By contrast, in
monogamous systems or where mating is random, female
RV tends to be more strongly dependent on size than
does male RV. This favours male–female sex change
(protandry). Although the mating systems of most
protandrous sex changers are not well described, species
for which the mating system is known are either
monogamous [14] or appear to mate approximately
randomly with regard to size [6,15–17]. The message
from the empirical data is that interspecific differences in
the direction of sex change (protogyny versus protandry)
are often associated with differences in the mating system.
Empirical evidence also suggests that the mating
system, or mating group structure, influences the relative
timing of sex change between species. In a recent study,
Collin [18] found significant variation in the relative size
at sex change (average size at sex change divided by
maximum size) of 19 species of protandrous gastropods.
This result contrasts with earlier reports that the relative
size at sex change is the same (i.e. invariant) in all sex-
changing species [10,11]. At least part of the reason for
these conflicting results appears to lie in the method that
has been used to test invariance (Box 2), which obscures
Box 1. What is sex change?
Adult sex change occurs when an individual changes from one
functional sex to the other. Although this definition is relatively
simple, the sexual patterns of hermaphroditic animals are often
complex and difficult to categorize [61,62]. For example, small fishes
from the genus Lythrypnus can have mature gametes of both sexes in
the gonad, but individuals appear to function exclusively as one sex or
the other [63]. Anatomically, they resemble simultaneous herma-
phrodites, but functionally they are sequential hermaphrodites. The
distinction between anatomy and function is important because sex
allocation theory considers the way that fertility curves of the sexes
scale with size, age, or available resources [1]. Thus, it is reproductive
output (function) of each sex that really counts when assessing the
adaptive significance of hermaphroditism.
From an ontogenetic perspective, adult sex change is just one part
of the sex determination process. Individuals of many species can also
make choices about beingmale or female before maturation. Consider
a classic protogynous (female first) hermaphrodite: individuals begin
life as juvenile females, they mature into adult females, some of which
change sex to become adult males. In some species, such as the
bluehead wrasse Thalassoma bifasciatum [12] (Figure I) and
the humbug damselfish Dascyllus aruanus [64,65], a proportion of
the juveniles become males without first breeding as a female (these
are usually called primary males). Even more complex patterns exist:
juvenile Gobiodon can mature directly into either adult males or adult
females [66], both of which are capable of subsequent sex change [50].
Importantly, recent research has shown that the decision to become
a primary male might be a plastic response to local social conditions
[47], just as adult sex change is in many species. It now seems that
there could be a continuum in the timing of sexual differentiation in
some species that transcends ontogenetic boundaries. In this
perspective, individuals choose to become male or female at various
crucial stages throughout their lives, with adult sex change simply
being the last stage in the process.




Body size Body size
(a) (b)
Figure 1. The size advantage hypothesis. Expected female offspring production (blue
line) increases with body size if large females can lay more eggs. Expected male
offspring production (red line) increases strongly with body size if, for instance, large
males breed with many more females than do small males. Sex change is favoured
when the size- (or age-) specific fertility curves of the sexes cross. Female–male sex
change [(a) protogyny] is favoured when the fertility of an average male increases
more rapidly than the fertility of an average female. Male–female sex change
[(b) protandry] is favouredwhen fertility of an average female increasesmore rapidly
than fertility of an average male. Fitness functions can be applied at the scale of the
breeding group or at the scale of the breeding population (as appropriate).
(a) (b)
Figure I. Complex life histories of sex-changing animals. This is illustrated by the
bluehead wrasse Thalassoma bifasciatumwhere individuals canmature as either
a female or a primary male. Females and primary males look almost identical (a).
Adult females change sex when they have the opportunity to take over the
territory of a large male. Females that change sex and become a territorial male
take on a distinct, bright colouration (b). Primary males can also become brightly
coloured if they reach a size large enough to defend a territory, even though they
have not changed sex. Photographs reproduced with permission fromWill White
and Ken Clifton.
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females (Warner and Hoffman 1980). As density increases, more individuals start to 
change sex to male at smaller sizes and younger ages, the sex ratio becomes much less 
skewed, and overlap in the size-frequency of males and females increases (Warner 
and Hoffman 1980). The authors suggest this is because the reproductive success of 
small males increases at high density when large dominant males have difficulty 
defending mating events (Warner and Hoffman 1980).  
Considering reproductive value and social structure also helps to explain 
situations where sex change is predicted but does not appear to occur (Muñoz and 
Warner 2003b). Due to the nature of protogynous sex change the largest fish are 
typically male (Warner 1975, Warner et al. 1975) and the size advantage model falls 
short of explaining populations that have a few large females and many small sex 
changed males (Muñoz and Warner 2003b). Muñoz and Warner (2003b) showed how 
a process they termed size-fecundity skew could explain why large females might 
defer sex change. They explained that if a large skew in the fecundity of females 
exists, which can occur if a female is large relative to others in the population, then 
the situation may arise where the fecundity of a large female is greater than the 
combined fecundities of all other females in the population. In this case, the future 
reproductive success of a large female would not be increased by changing sex, but 
would be increased if a smaller female changed sex (Muñoz and Warner 2003b). This 
would result in large females deferring sex change and small females changing sex 
instead. Size-fecundity skew is suggested to exist in populations of Caribbean 
parrotfish (Muñoz and Warner 2004) and the New Zealand butterfish (Trip et al. 
2011b).  
In addition to the social structure of a population, an assessment of 
reproductive value requires an individual to evaluate its own fecundity and expected 
survivorship. As such, sex change is linked to, and varies with, traits such as growth, 
maturation, and mortality (Warner 1975). The size advantage model predicts that sex 
change will occur earlier in populations characterised by high mortality, slow growth, 
or both (Warner 1975, Warner 1988). This trend is also supported in the literature 
(Cowen 1990, Hamilton et al. 2007, Jones 1980, Schärer and Vizoso 2003). In the 
Great Barrier Reef, researchers compared populations of parrotfish between outer and 
inner reefs and showed that high mortality on the outer reef was associated with slow 
growth and early sex change compared to the inner reef where growth was faster, 
mortality was lower, and sex change was delayed (Gust 2004, Gust et al. 2002).  
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Growth, maturation, sex change, and mortality are all traits that describe an 
individual’s life history (Stearns 1976). The development of life history traits is 
driven by the distribution or availability of natural resources, such as food, shelter, 
and spawning grounds (Stearns 1976, 1977). Resource limitation and other 
environmental stressors can alter growth and mortality rates with clear implications 
for sex change (Emlen and Oring 1977) and the physiological condition of individuals 
(Sutton et al. 2000). Classic condition indices relate the length and weight of an 
individual to produce a standardised measure that is thought to reflect physiological 
condition (Sutton et al. 2000). An alternative method is to investigate fluctuating 
asymmetry, which is thought to reflect condition or health (Palmer 1996) and fitness 
(Bjorksten et al. 2000, Clarke 1995, Møller 1994). Fluctuating asymmetry refers to 
developmental asymmetry in naturally symmetrical traits and is correlated with 
resource limitation in juvenile fish (Grønkjaer and Sand 2003, Somarakis et al. 1997). 
However, it is not known if environmental stressors that result in asymmetry and 
reduced physiological condition also give rise to specific life histories in 
hermaphroditic fish, such as slow growth, high mortality, and early sex change. If this 
is true, fluctuating asymmetry and condition indices can be used to infer the quality 
and fitness of a particular life history. An in depth literature review revealed no 
studies between life history and fluctuating asymmetry for hermaphroditic species. 
Social structure (density, size-frequency, and sex ratio) can also be shaped by 
external factors such as habitat composition, availability, and continuity, the temporal 
and spatial distribution of resources, and even geographic location (Emlen and Oring 
1977, Robertson and Warner 1978). For example, when seagrass is available as 
habitat for populations of parrotfish, it is expected to increase the reproductive 
success of small males engaging in sperm competition (Robertson et al. 1982). Sperm 
competition is an alternative male tactic and occurs when non-territorial males 
interfere with mating events between a dominant male and female by either 
‘streaking’ in to release sperm during the apex of a spawning event or ‘sneaking’ to 
induce females to spawn that are awaiting their chance to mate with the dominant 
male (Warner et al. 1975). Seagrass may offer additional cover for males engaging in 
sperm competition, and by increasing the reproductive value of small males, alter the 
social structure of the population as well as the sex change schedules and life histories 
of individuals (Robertson and Warner 1978). Investigations of the relationship 
between variation in sex change schedules and aspects of habitat or resource 
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availability are “badly needed” (Robertson and Warner 1978) but rare in recent 
literature. Papers that have examined sex change and environment indicate that the 
relationship between the two is important (Breitburg 1987, Wong et al. 2005). 
This thesis investigates issues related to sex change in a temperate 
protogynous hermaphrodite, Notolabrus celidotus, commonly known as the spotty. 
Spotties are endemic, abundant, and widespread in coastal New Zealand waters and 
are associated with rocky (Anderson and Millar 2004, Jones 1981, 1984a, Schiel and 
Hickford 2001) and sandy (Schiel and Hickford 2001) substrates. They are a demersal 
and diurnal species (Pankhurst 1989) that forages generally on small percarid 
crustaceans, bivalves, crabs, ophiurids, and urchins with diet preference shifting with 
ontogeny (Jones 1984b). Juveniles recruit to shallow algal habitats (Jones 1984b) and 
expand their home ranges as they grow (Jones 1984a). Spotties display sexual 
dimorphism. Juveniles and females have a large dark lateral spot (the initial phase) 
that is traded by males for a dorsal barring pattern (the terminal phase; Choat 1965; 
Figure 1.2). Some males can retain the initial phase colour pattern, while females 
displaying the terminal phase colour pattern have never been caught (Choat 1965, 
Jones 1980). As an abundant predator and crucial link in coastal food chains (Pérez-
Matus and Shima 2011a) spotties are an important component of ecosystems around 
New Zealand. Furthermore, as spotties are not a major target of fisheries, patterns in 
reproductive ecology and distribution are unlikely to be altered from original states by 
anthropogenic influence to the extent that many fisheries species are affected. For 
these reasons, they are an ideal model species for investigating natural variation in 
social structure, sex change, and condition, which is important in fisheries modeling 
and marine reserve design. Spotties exhibit variation in social structure and the timing 
of life history traits between Leigh in the north of the North Island and Wellington in 
the south of the North Island (Jones 1980), but estimates of these traits are not 
available at a smaller spatial scale. 
In this thesis, I investigate social structure, life history traits, classic condition 
indices and fluctuating asymmetry to determine how these vary across a small spatial 
scale in two populations of spotties, and follow with an investigation of the 
environmental drivers of variation in social structure. This thesis is split into five 
chapters. 
Chapter two focuses on social structure and life history traits. In this chapter, I 
estimate density, sex ratio, and size-frequency to describe differences in social 
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structure between two populations of spotties separated by roughly 9 kilometres. In 
addition, I evaluate growth, maturation, mortality, and the age and length at sex 
change, and compare these to predictions made by the size advantage model. 
Examining populations separated by only 9 kilometres presents a small scale 
investigation of life history traits relative to the scales over which fisheries operate 
and marine reserves are expected to have influence. 
In chapter three, I use the same specimens collected in chapter two to 
investigate how differences in life history are reflected in the health and condition of 
the population. I estimate classic condition indices and a measure of fluctuating 
asymmetry to assess condition and fitness, and discuss the usefulness of these 
methods for adult sex changing populations.  
Chapter four focuses on the environmental drivers of variation in social 
structure. In this chapter, I assess the density, sex ratio, and size-frequency of spotties 
at multiple sites along the Wellington Harbour entrance, and compare these to 
variation in habitat composition and complexity, substrate type, geographic location, 
and density of other fishes.  
 The following chapters have been written as independent scientific papers. 
There may be some repetition between subsequent chapters and this general 
introduction. All data was approved and collected in accordance with animal ethics 




Figure 1.2: Sexual dimorphism in spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) showing (a) the 
initial phase (female) with a dark lateral spot and (b) the terminal phase (male) with 
dorsal barring pattern (Francis 2001).  
 ! !
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Chapter 2:  
Variation in social structure and life history of Notolabrus 




Growth, maturation, and mortality, are examples of life history traits (Stearns 
1976). Although a genetic basis underlies the development of these traits, the 
phenotypic expression of life history traits is remarkably plastic (Scheiner 1993). 
Phenotypic plasticity allows for local adaptation of traits to specific environmental 
conditions and results in population-specific life history tactics (Stearns 1976, 1977). 
Fish, in particular, are known for a remarkable diversity of life history tactics (Stearns 
1977). In the typically unstable marine environment, phenotypic plasticity is predicted 
to benefit organisms by maximising survivorship and reproductive output in the face 
of constantly changing and unpredictable conditions (Pigliucci 2001, Warner 1991). 
As a result, species can exhibit strong inter-population differences in growth rate, the 
timing of maturation, and mortality rate across spatial scales as small as tens of 
kilometres or less (Clifton 1995, Gust et al. 2002), to hundreds of kilometres (Cowen 
1990, Hamilton et al. 2007), and up to thousands of kilometres (Sala-Bozano and 
Mariani 2011, Williams et al. 2007).  
Variation in life history traits within small spatial scales is important; 
however, large-scale investigations of life history traits, such as those that obtain data 
from fisheries, tend to overlook variation present across smaller distances (Gust 
2004). Failure to take into account small scale variation can confound estimates of 
growth, maturation, and mortality, which are often used to infer the effects of fishing 
(Gust 2004, Russ 1991) and are frequently used in conservation biology monitoring 
programs (Clarke 1995). Moreover, estimates of life history traits provide the basis 
for fisheries modeling and the fisheries management that develops from these models 
is frequently applied to fisheries stocks at a large spatial scale, while overlooking 
differences between individual populations (Williams et al. 2007). This can lead to 
over-fishing of some populations, and fishing below the maximum yield at others 
(Williams et al. 2007). Therefore, an understanding of the natural variation of life 
history traits across small spatial scales may be important to the success of fisheries 
management and conservation biology (Gust 2004). 
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Many fish species of recreational and commercial interest are hermaphroditic. 
Populations of hermaphroditic species can respond differently to fishing pressure or 
marine reserve design than populations of gonochoristic species (Chan et al. 2012, 
Mumby 2006). As a number of fisheries species are hermaphroditic (Brulé et al. 2003, 
Carbines 2003, Clua and Legendre 2008, DeMartini et al. 2010, Pinca et al. 2012, 
Trip et al. 2011a), the timing of sex change is a life history trait that needs to be 
considered when designing fisheries management (Alonzo et al. 2008, Caselle et al. 
2011) and marine reserves (Afonso et al. 2008, Chan et al. 2012). However, studying 
natural variation in the timing of sex change across small spatial scales is made 
difficult by the already present impacts of fishing observed in the life histories of 
many populations (Gust 2004, Hamilton et al. 2007). Accordingly, this study 
examines natural patterns of variation at a small spatial scale in an unexploited 
protogynous hermaphrodite, the spotty (Notolabrus celidotus), as a model for natural 
variation in life history traits.  
Small scale variation in life histories of hermaphrodites is driven by plasticity 
in the timing of sex change for a number of species (Munday et al. 2006). The size 
advantage model is the most widely accepted hypothesis used to predict variation in 
the timing of sex change (Ghiselin 1969, Warner 1975). It states that the optimum 
time for sex change will be when the reproductive success of an individual increases 
more rapidly for the other sex than for its present sex (Warner 1988, Chapter 1). As 
reproductive success is sensitive to growth, maturation, and mortality, changes in 
these traits are expected to influence the timing of sex change (Warner 1988). 
Specifically, populations characterised by slow growth, high mortality, or both, are 
predicted to experience early maturation and sex change, whereas longer-lived 
populations under low mortality regimes are expected to delay sex change (Warner 
1975, 1988). Hamilton and colleagues (2007), for example, showed that populations 
of California sheephead subjected to high fishing pressure exhibited sex change and 
maturation at a smaller size and younger age relative to populations under less fishing 
pressure, while Gust (2004) found that two species of parrotfish under high natural 
mortality rates on outer reefs exhibited slower growth (Gust et al. 2002) and early 
maturation and sex change relative to populations on inner reefs with lower mortality.  
As the timing of sex change is sensitive to the reproductive success of an 
individual it is also affected by social cues and can vary widely depending on the 
density, sex ratio, and size-frequency distribution of the reproductive population 
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(reviewed in Munday et al. 2006). As a result, the social structure of a population can 
be used to predict changes in the timing of sex change (Muñoz and Warner 2003a). 
High density, for example, is frequently accompanied by early sex change, a higher 
proportion of males to females, and an overlap in the size-frequency of males and 
females in many wrasse (McCormick et al. 2010, Warner and Hoffman 1980, Warner 
and Robertson 1978) and parrotfish species (Muñoz and Warner 2003a, Robertson 
and Warner 1978). In addition, shifts in the social structure and the number of 
individuals changing sex can affect the reproductive potential of a population 
(Hawkins and Roberts 2003). In populations of Caribbean parrotfish, Hawkins and 
Roberts (2003) showed that the number of males present at some locations was so low 
it was unlikely that the population was self-sustaining. Investigating social structure 
can provide insight into the reproductive capabilities of a population. 
Spotties (N. celidotus) exhibit plasticity in the timing of sex change (from 
female to male). Jones (1980) demonstrated that spotties from one site in Leigh in the 
north of the North Island changed sex at an earlier age than populations at one site in 
Wellington in the south of the North Island, where sex change was delayed. No 
further studies have investigated spatial variation in life histories of spotties. Here, I 
investigate natural variation at a small spatial scale by examining differences in social 
structure and the life history traits growth, maturation, mortality, and sex change 
between two populations of spotties within the Wellington region, separated by 
roughly 9 km along Miramar Peninsula. I hypothesised that 1) social structure will 
vary between these two populations, 2) high density will be associated with a high 
proportion of males to females and an overlap in the size-frequency distribution of 
males and females, and 3) early sex change will be related to slow growth and high 
mortality as predicted by the size advantage model. In addition, I expect to find that 
maturation is delayed when growth is slow or density is high as shown by Jones 
(1980) and Jones and Thompson (1980) for spotties. !!!
2.2 METHODS 
 
2.2.1 Study species 
Spotties are protogynous (change sex from female to male) hermaphrodites 
(Jones 1980) and display sexual dimorphism. The initial phase (female) is white with 
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a dark lateral spot that is lost following sex change (Choat 1965, Chapter 1). Terminal 
phase spotties (male) develop a dorsal barring pattern (Choat 1965) and some males 
can retain the initial phase colour pattern (Jones 1980). Individuals display 
ontogenetic shifts in habitat preference, with juveniles displaying a strong preference 
for dense algal habitat (Jones 1984b) and adults developing larger home ranges over 
rocky substrate (Jones 1984a). Hickford and Schiel (2001) suggested that adult 
spotties are abundant over sandy substrate also. Spotties are not a major target of any 
fishery but are often caught and collected by line fishing from popular wharves about 
Wellington City (personal observation). The spawning season starts in July and can 
continue as late as December (Jones 1980). New recruits begin to enter the population 
in December (Jones 1980). Their reproductive strategy is described as “resource 
defense polygyny” (Jones 1981) whereby males defend a resource critical to females 
(Emlen and Oring 1977). For spotties, this resource is desired spawning territory, 
characterised by a rocky area with central algal cover and a boulder (Jones 1981). Sex 
change occurs from November to May (Jones 1980). The change in colour pattern 
follows sex change and can take up to two months (Jones 1980). As there is no 
evidence to suggest regional genetic differentiation (Scott 2010), I assume that 
populations in this study are strongly connected by gene flow. 
 
2.2.2 Study sites 
This study was conducted at two sites on Miramar Peninsula: one site within 
the harbour (Kau Bay) and one located at the harbour entrance on the south coast 
(Wahine Park). These two sites represent contrasting extremes on an environmental 
gradient related to swell exposure, with the south coast frequently experiencing swells 
from 2 m to 6 m (personal observation). Kau Bay (41˚17’11.74’’S, 174˚49’43.37’’E) 
is a sheltered north facing site on the northern shore of Miramar Peninsula and is 
protected from southerly wind and swell (Figure 2.1). It is comprised of shallow 
sandy habitat, which slopes gently towards the shipping channel. The only hard 
benthic substrate is a small rocky reef that runs parallel to shore at depths of about 1 – 
5 m, and is densely covered with Carpophyllum maschalocarpum, and sparsely with 
Macrocystis pyrifera. Wahine Park (41˚20’41.76’’S, 174˚49’18.10’’E) is exposed to 
southerly wind and swell (Figure 2.1). The benthic substrate consists of bed rock and 
boulder, and is covered with a variety of algal species of which M. pyrifera, Lessonia 
variegata, Ecklonia radiata, and C. maschalocarpum are most abundant. Crustose and 
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coralline algae are also common in this area. Wahine Park is deeper than Kau Bay 
with rocky reef extending quickly to 15 m. These study sites occur farther east than a 
south coast site at Island Bay originally investigated by Jones (1980). I chose these 
two sites over reinvestigating the population originally studied by Jones (1980) as 
they are closely situated but experience strongly contrasting environmental 
conditions. Furthermore, Jones (1980) pooled Wellington samples from Island Bay 
and Makara, a site 30 km to the north and sheltered from southerly swell, where he 
sampled when the weather prevented his team from accessing Island Bay. Thus, his 





Figure 2.1: Position of study sites, Kau Bay and Wahine Park, on Miramar Peninsula 
in Wellington Harbour. Kau Bay is on the north shore of Miramar Peninsula and is 
protected from southerly wind and swell. Wahine Park is at the harbour entrance and 
is exposed to southerly wind and swell. Location of Miramar Peninsula in the North 




2.2.3 Social structure 
In October 2011, I conducted underwater surveys to assess the social structure 
(density, sex ratio, and size-frequency) of the population of spotties at each Kau Bay 
and Wahine Park. Surveys took place near the end of the spawning season and 
preceding the sex change season. Twenty-four 30 ! 2 m (60 m2) transects were 
conducted on SCUBA at each site, with 6 transects at each of 4 depths (3, 6, 9, 12 m). 
These depths were chosen to encompass ontogenetic shifts in depth distribution 
(Choat 1965, Denny 2005, Jones 1980, 1984a, Pérez-Matus and Shima 2010b, Willis 
and Anderson 2003). Surveys were split evenly at each depth between the author and 
one other diver. For each transect, the scuba diver visually estimated the total length 
of all spotties (to the nearest 10 mm), and classified individuals as initial or terminal 
phase (based on the colour pattern, see Study species above). To determine the 
accuracy of visual estimations of total length, each diver also estimated the total 
length of plastic fish of known size. I used linear least-squares regression to fit the 
estimated data to known values. Estimates of total length closely matched known data 
for both myself and the other diver (R2 = 0.981 and R2 = 0.975 respectively; 
Appendix A). 
 
2.2.4 Sex change and related life history traits 
I collected spotties from Wahine Park and Kau Bay during the austral summer 
2011 – 2012 in order to evaluate growth, age at maturation, age and length at sex 
change, and mortality. I used a combination of fishing methods (line fishing, bait 
trapping, and gillnetting) to ensure I captured a minimum of 15 individuals from each 
demographic (juvenile, mature initial phase, terminal phase). At Wahine Park, 
juveniles were rare and only 3 were caught. Maturity is assumed to occur at 130 mm 
total length (see 2.2.5 Data analyses – Social structure). I collected specimens from 
depths of 1 m – 13 m at each site. Fish were euthanised by cold slurry immediately 
following capture and processed while fresh. For each fish, I recorded total length (to 
the nearest mm) and wet weight (to the nearest g) and determined sex by macroscopic 
examination of the gonads. Female gonads were large, rounded, and a smooth white 
colour. In contrast, male gonads were considerably smaller, a pale peach orange 
colour, and never appeared swollen as female gonads did.  
To age individuals, I extracted left and right sagittal otoliths (ear stones). I 
cleaned otoliths with a small amount of ethanol to remove any remaining tissue, let 
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them air-dry, and then stored otoliths in eppendorf tubes for later processing. I used 
left otoliths for age estimates and these were hand sanded to obtain a transverse 
section displaying annual rings from the nucleus to the outer edge of the otolith 
(Walker and McCormick 2004, Wilson and McCormick 1997). I set each otolith onto 
a slide using crystal bond. The outer margin of the otolith nucleus was aligned with 
the edge of the slide, with the end suspended off the slide. I then sanded the otolith 
down to the slide edge using 600 and 1200 grit sand paper. The crystal bond was then 
melted and the otolith reorientated so that the polished side lay flat against the slide 
and the unsanded end protruded. I then sanded and polished the protruding edge until 
only a thin transverse section remained, allowing a count of the annual rings to be 
estimated (Figure 2.2). Annual rings have been validated in spotties (Jiang 2002). I 
estimated the number of rings twice for each otolith, with at least 6 weeks separating 
readings. Where readings did not match, I took a third reading and used the age if it 
matched one of the previous two readings. A total of 147 otoliths were read, 86 from 
Kau Bay and 61 from Wahine Park. Thirty-eight otoliths required a third reading and 





Figure 2.2: Annual rings of a sagittal otolith from a spotty (Notolabrus celidotus) 
collected in this study. Red circles indicate the completion of one annual ring. One 
annual ring includes one opaque and one translucent band. This individual was female 
and estimated to be 4 years old. 
 
 




I evaluated density, size-frequency, and sex ratio, from survey data to describe 
the social structure of the populations at each site. I calculated density as the mean 
number of spotties recorded per transect at each depth and converted this to density 
per 100 m2. To compare the size-frequency distribution between sites I used a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. I compared mean and variance with an F-test and a Welch 
2-sample t-test respectively between sites.  
At each site, I compared the sex ratio of mature individuals (operational sex 
ratio) to 1:1 using a chi-square test. I also compared the operational sex ratio between 
sites with a two-way contingency table chi-square test. Operational sex ratio is 
presented as the proportion of mature initial phase to terminal phase individuals 
observed at each depth and sex is assumed from the colour pattern displayed by the 
individual. In addition, I present the proportion of juveniles at each depth. I assumed 
that individuals larger than or equal to 130 mm were mature. Jones (1980) found 
maturation could not reliably be estimated from histological sections of gonads of 
spotties outside of the breeding season. Furthermore, Jones (1980) found that two 
populations of spotties, which differed with respect to growth and sex change, 
matured at a critical size between 105 mm – 110 mm standard length. As I was 
logistically constrained from sampling during the spawning season, I instead 
estimated size at maturity. I conservatively selected 110 mm standard length as the 
size at maturation, and converted this to total length. To do this I used a conversion 
factor that I calculated from a subset of spotties between 85 mm and 145 mm for 
which both total length and standard length were recorded. The conversion factor 
(1.18) gave the total length 129.8 mm, which I rounded to 130 mm. 
 
Sex change and related life history traits 
I evaluated mortality, growth, maturation, and sex change from collected 
specimens to assess whether the timing of sex change differed between sites and was 
related to other life history traits as predicted by the size advantage model. 
 
Mortality 
I used the Chapman-Robson equation (Chapman and Robson 1960) to 
estimate mortality at each site. This equation calculates mortality from age based 
catch curves and can be more precise and less biased than regression methods for 
estimating mortality (Dunn et al. 2002). An age-based catch curve shows the 
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logarithm of total catch in each age class plotted against each age class. The 
Chapman-Robson equation focuses on the descending limb of the age-based catch 
curve (where catch starts to decrease) and uses a geometric probability distribution to 
derive a maximum likelihood estimator for the survival parameter of the distribution 
(Chapman and Robson 1960). This gives an estimate of Z, or the instantaneous 
mortality rate, which describes how the natural log of the number of individuals 
declines annually, or how the number of individuals declines instantaneously. Z is 
converted to a more easily interpreted parameter S, annual survivorship, which 
describes the proportion of individuals in a population that survive each year.  
In this study, I used annual age classes (1 through 9). Catch peaked at 4 years 
old and I excluded age classes in which no individuals were caught (age 7 and 8 at 
Wahine Park, age 7 and 9 at Kau Bay). The resulting estimation of mortality indicates 
total mortality and is the sum of fishing mortality and natural mortality. I assumed 
that fishing-related mortality was negligible at each site as neither site has a wharf nor 
is expected to be under high-fishing pressure. Thus, mortality calculations in this 
study are thought to estimate natural mortality. Mortality rates can differ between 
initial and terminal phase individuals as a result of sexual dimorphism or differences 
in foraging patterns and basic ecology; however, it is impossible to distinguish 
between mortality and sex change for initial phase individuals (Gust et al. 2002, Jones 
1980). For this reason, all individuals have been pooled for mortality estimates. I 
computed 95% confidence intervals for Z and S at each site. All analyses were 
calculated in R statistical software (R Development Core Team 2012) using two 
packages NCStats (Ogle 2012a) and FSA (Ogle 2012b).  
 
Growth  
I estimated growth by two methods: von Bertalanffy growth function and 
mean length-at-age. The von Bertalanffy growth function is expressed as: 
 
E[L|t] = L"(1 – e-K (t – t0)) 
 
where E[L|T] is the expected or average length at time t, L" is the asymptotic average 
length, and t0 (t0) is largely hypothetical and said to represent the time or age when 
the average length was 0 (Haddon 2001). K is the growth rate coefficient and has 
units time-1 (Haddon 2001). I fitted the von Bertalanffy growth function to length-at-
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age data by non-linear least squares regression in R statistical software using the 
packages NCStats (Ogle 2012a), FSA (Ogle 2012b), and nlstools (Baty and 
Delignette-Muller 2011). 
To compare the growth curves between sites I used a method of model 
selection that involved Akaike Information Criterion (Burnham and Anderson 1998). 
This information theoretic approach compares and ranks a series of hypotheses, which 
are each presented as a model (Anderson et al. 2001). The models are ranked and the 
‘best’ model is identified from the accompanying AIC value, change in AIC (#AIC), 
AIC weight, and log-likelihood (Anderson et al. 2001). In this study, the models 
represented alternative hypotheses describing which of the growth function 
parameters, L", K and t0, differed significantly between sites. Each model 
hypothesised that different parameters differed significantly between sites. There were 
eight models: three models in which either L", K, or t0, differed significantly between 
sites; three models in which either L" and K, L" and t0, or K and t0 differed 
significantly between sites; one model where no parameters differed significantly 
between sites; and one model in which all parameters differed significantly between 
sites. These models were ranked against one another depending on how well they fit 
the data. I used the second order criterion (AICc) in place of the first order criterion 
(AIC) as this better represents small samples sizes (Anderson et al. 2001).  
In addition to fitting the von Bertalanffy growth function, I investigated 
length-at-age by comparing the mean lengths for each age class between the two sites 
with Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric ANOVA. Growth function parameters are 
sensitive to the youngest and oldest ages classes of datasets, which are typically 
characterised by the lowest sample sizes also (Haddon 2001, B. Moore et al. 2011). 
Comparing mean length-at-age is one method that accounts for this (Haddon 2001, B. 
Moore et al. 2011). Individuals from Wahine Park in age class 1, and Kau Bay in age 
class 4, and all individuals in age classes above 6 at both sites, were excluded from 
the length-at-age analysis due to insufficient sample sizes. 
 
Maturation and sex change 
To evaluate age at maturation and age at sex change I examined the proportion 
of juveniles, mature females, initial phase males, and terminal phase males, by age 
class. Maturation is assumed to occur at 130 mm (see 2.2.5 Data analyses – Social 
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structure). I calculated mean and minimum age and length at sex change from 
collected specimens.  
The minimum age at sex change is the age at which males are first observed to 
appear in the population. The mean age at sex change is defined as the age at which 
50% of the final proportion of males are present in the population (Gust 2004). The 
final proportion of males present was determined from observational data as this was 
assumed to better reflect natural sex ratios. At Wahine Park, 15 of 127 individuals 
observed were male, resulting in a final proportion equal to 11.8% male. The mean 
age at sex change at Wahine Park was determined to occur at the age at which a 
proportion of males equal to or higher than 5.9% was present. At Kau Bay, 6 of 705 
individuals observed were male, resulting in a proportion equal to 0.85% male. The 
mean age at sex change at Kau Bay was determined to occur at the age at which a 
proportion of males equal to or higher than 0.425% was present. In spotties, sex 
change occurs during a specific season each year, and not year round as is the case for 
many tropical harem-forming species (Jones 1980). Where I conclude individuals to 
change sex at a certain age, for example 4 years old, I suggest they change sex in their 
fourth year, during the sex change season (November – May). 
I calculated minimum length at sex change and mean length at sex change, 
where minimum length at sex change is the length at which males are first observed to 
appear. I calculated mean length at sex change as the length at which 50% of the final 
proportion of males was present in the population, by the same method as mean age at 
sex change (Gust 2004, see above: Maturation and sex change). The final proportion 
of males present used was the same as for mean age at sex change (see above: 
Maturation and sex change). The number of female and male individuals collected at 






2.3.1 Social structure 
A total of 825 fish were counted on transect, 117 from Wahine Park and 708 
from Kau Bay. At Wahine Park, 38 juveniles, 64 mature initial phase individuals, and 
15 terminal phase individuals were counted. The smallest and largest fish recorded 
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were 70 and 230 mm total length respectively. At Kau Bay, 566 juveniles, 136 mature 
initial phase individuals, and 6 terminal phase individuals were counted. The smallest 
and largest fish recorded were 30 and 260 mm total length respectively.  
 
Density 
Fish were higher in density at Kau Bay in shallow transects (3 m and 6 m) but 
roughly even in density between sites in deeper transects (9 m and 12 m; Table 2.1). 
 
 
Table 2.1: Average density (per 100 m2) of initial and terminal phase spotties 
(Notolabrus celidotus) observed at four depths from Wahine Park and Kau Bay. 
Observations are from 24 transects conducted on SCUBA that were split evenly 
between 4 depths (3, 6, 9, 12 m) at each site and were conducted during the spawning 
season. Density is higher at 3 m and 6 m at Kau Bay and roughly even between sites 
at 9 m and 12 m. 
 Depth (m) Wahine Park Kau Bay 
3 6.12 157.5 
6 5.8 15.0 
9 15.0 17.0 





The size-frequency distribution differed significantly between sites (initial 
phase and terminal phase pooled, Kolmogorov-Smirnov P < 0.001). At Kau Bay, the 
majority of fish observed were juvenile, smaller than 130 mm, whereas at Wahine 
Park, the majority of fish appeared to be distributed about size at maturation (Figure 
2.3). Variance and means differed significantly between sites (F-test: P = 0.009 and 






Figure 2.3: Size-frequency distribution of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) observed on 
surveys at Kau Bay (black bars) and Wahine Park (grey bars). Twenty-four surveys 
split evenly between 4 depths (3, 6, 9, 12 m) were conducted on SCUBA at each site 
during the spawning season. Numbers presented here are pooled totals at each site for 
juveniles, initial phase, and terminal phase spotties. At Kau Bay, the majority of 
spotties were juvenile (< 130 mm total length) and at Wahine Park individuals are 




The operational sex ratio (mature initial phase to terminal phase) was 4.3:1 at 
Wahine Park and 22.5:1 at Kau Bay. The sex ratio at each site differed significantly 
from 1:1 (chi-square test, $2 = 30.392 and P < 0.001 for Wahine Park, $2 = 120.714 
and P < 0.001 for Kau Bay). Sex ratio was significantly different between sites ($2 = 
12.723, P < 0.001). The proportion of terminal phase males increased with depth at 
Wahine Park, but not at Kau Bay (Figure 2.4). At Kau Bay, the highest proportion of 
terminal phase individuals occurred at 6 m depth, though the majority was observed at 
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Figure 2.4: Proportion of juvenile (hatched), initial phase (black), and terminal phase 
(grey) spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) observed at four depths from (a) Kau Bay and 
(b) Wahine Park. The total number of individuals observed at each depth is given 
above each bar. At Kau Bay the greatest total number of males was observed at 3 m, 
and the greatest proportion relative to initial phase individuals was observed at 6 m. 
No terminal phase individuals were observed at 9 m and 12 m at Kau Bay. At Wahine 
Park the proportion of males increased with depth. Observations are taken from 24 
SCUBA surveys split evenly between depths at each site. Maturity was assumed to 































2.3.2 Sex change and related life history traits 
A total of 152 individuals were caught, 62 from Wahine Park and 90 from Kau 
Bay. At Wahine Park, 29 individuals displayed terminal phase colouration and were 
determined to be male. Of the remaining 33 initial phase individuals, 1 was male, and 
3 were smaller than 130 mm and classified as juveniles. At Kau Bay, 16 individuals 
displayed terminal phase colouration and were determined to be male. Of the 
remaining 74 initial phase individuals, 2 were male, and 33 were smaller than 130 mm 
and classified as juveniles. At Kau Bay, 4 juvenile individuals fell into the estimated 
range of maturity offered by Jones (1980) and may have already matured.  !
Mortality 
Instantaneous mortality was higher at Kau Bay (1.14) than at Wahine Park 
(0.74; Figure 2.5). Annual survivorship (S) was higher at Wahine Park (47.6%) than 
at Kau Bay (32%; Figure 2.5). Confidence intervals overlapped between the two sites 
(Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5: (a) Mortality and (b) survivorship estimates with 95% confidence 
intervals for spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) from Wahine Park and Kau Bay. 
Mortality (Z) was estimated as 0.74 at Wahine Park and 1.14 at Kau Bay. The upper 
limit at Wahine Park overlaps with the lower limit at Kau Bay. Survivorship (S) was 
estimated as 47.62% for Wahine Park and 32% at Kau Bay. The lower limit at 









































Von Bertalanffy growth function 
Growth differed between sites (Figure 2.6). The model that best fit the data 
was one in which t0 was not different between sites, but where mean asymptotic 
length (L"), and the growth function (K) were significantly different (“L" & K 
differ”, Table 2.2). Results are presented as suggested by Anderson and colleagues 




Table 2.2: AICc, #AIC, AIC weight, and log-likelihood of each model possible for 
describing differences in the growth parameters t0, L", and K fitted from the von 
Bertalanffy growth function for spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) at Wahine Park and 
Kau Bay. The best-fit model (shown in bold) indicates that L" and K differ 
significantly between the two sites, but t0 does not.  
 
Model AICc !AIC AIC weight log-likelihood 
L" & K differ 1241.364 0 0.330 -614.46 
t0 differs 1241.696 0.332 0.279 -615.70 
L" & t0 differ 1243.409 2.045 0.119 -615.48 
all differ 1243.529 2.165 0.112 -614.45 
K & t0 differ 1243.782 2.418 0.098 -615.67 
K differs 1244.753 3.389 0.061 -617.23 
L" differs 1251.229 9.865 0.002 -620.47 




Figure 2.6: Von Bertalanffy growth function fitted for spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) 
from Kau Bay (black line) and Wahine Park (grey line). Growth appears to be slower 
at Kau Bay initially but the function reaches a higher mean asymptotic length than at 





































Table 2.3: Estimated growth parameters L", K, and t0 from the von Bertalanffy 
growth function fitted for spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) from Wahine Park and Kau 
Bay. The mean asymptotic length (L") is higher at Kau Bay, and the growth rate 
coefficient (K) and hypothetical length at time 0 (t0) are lower at Kau Bay, relative to 
Wahine Park. Only L" and K were significantly different between sites (Table 2.2) 
Site L" K t0 
Wahine Park 238.53 0.31 -0.99 





Fish were larger at Wahine Park in all age classes investigated until age 6, 
where fish were larger at Kau Bay (Table 2.4, Figure 2.7). Fish at Kau Bay were 
significantly smaller at % = 0.05 at ages 2, 3, and 4 (Table 2.4). This corroborates the 
results of the von Bertalanffy growth function, which predicted a smaller growth 
constant K and a higher mean asymptotic length at Kau Bay (Table 2.3, Figure 2.6). 
Ages 1 and 5 could not be compared due to insufficient sample sizes. 
 
 
Table 2.4: Results of the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric ANOVA for mean length-at-
age of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) from Wahine Park (WP) and Kau Bay (KB). 
The sample size (n) of each age class is given for each site. Mean length is 
significantly smaller at Kau Bay at age 2, 3, and 4 at % = 0.05 (shown in bold), but 
larger at age 6. Age classes 1 and 5 are missing due to insufficient sample size. 
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Figure 2.7: Average length-at-age (± 1 SE) for spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) from 
Wahine Park (grey) and Kau Bay (black). Fish are significantly smaller at Kau Bay at 
age 2, 3, and 4, but larger at Kau Bay at age 6. Age classes 1 and 5 are missing due to 
insufficient sample sizes.  
 
 
Maturation and sex change 
The proportion of juveniles, mature females, initial phase males, and males in 
each age class differed between Kau Bay and Wahine Park (Figure 2.8). The majority 
of females at Wahine Park reached size at maturation at 2 years old, whereas at Kau 
Bay the majority did not reach size at maturation until 3 years old (Figure 2.8). At 
Wahine Park, one male retaining initial phase colouration was caught and at Kau Bay 
two males retaining initial phase colouration were caught (Figure 2.8). At Wahine 
Park, both the minimum and mean age at sex change were 4 years old (Figure 2.8). At 
Kau Bay, both the minimum and mean age at sex change were 3 years old (Figure 
2.8). At both locations, the majority of individuals appeared to change sex at age 4, as 
the largest increase in number of males was observed at this age at each site.  
The minimum length at sex change at Wahine Park fell between 155 mm – 
164 mm and initial phase individuals were not observed in size classes above 185 – 
194 mm (Figure 2.9). The mean length at sex change was estimated at between 165 



















between 135 mm – 144 mm (Figure 2.9). The mean length at sex change was 
estimated at between 135 mm – 144 mm. In Kau Bay, a few females in large size 
classes (195 – 204 mm and 215 – 224 mm) were caught (Figure 2.9). 
 
        a. 
b.  
       
Figure 2.8: Proportion of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) that were juvenile (black 
bars), mature females (dark grey), initial phase males (hatched), and terminal phase 
males (light grey) in each age class at (a) Wahine Park and (b) Kau Bay. The total 
number of individuals in each age class is given above each bar. At Wahine Park the 
majority of juveniles reached size at maturation at age 2, while at Kau Bay the 
majority of individuals did not reach size at maturation until age 3. The minimum age 





































Figure 2.9: Total number of female (black) and male (grey) spotties (Notolabrus 
celidotus) caught in each size class from (a) Kau Bay and (b) Wahine Park. At Kau 
Bay, the first males appear between 135 mm – 144 mm and females are observed in 
size classes up to 215 mm – 224 mm. At Wahine Park, the first males appear between 
155 mm – 164 mm and females are not observed in size classes larger than 185 mm – 






























2.4.1 Social structure and sex change 
   The results suggest that social structure of spotties differed remarkably across 
a small spatial scale and this may have implications for the reproductive potential of 
these populations. I expected that increased density would be coupled with an 
increase in the proportion of males relative to females but found instead that males 
were more abundant at low density. Similarly, Jones (1980) showed that a population 
of spotties living at high density in Wellington had a lower ratio of males to females 
than a population living at lower density at Leigh. However, Jones argued that the 
proportion of initial phase males increased at high density. Males in the initial phase 
may achieve high reproductive success by interfering with spawning events occurring 
between a female and a large dominant male (Robertson and Warner 1978, Warner 
and Robertson 1978). A similar process may occur in the populations investigated 
here. A small number of initial phase males were detected in this study (2 at Kau Bay 
and 1 at Wahine Park); however, these numbers may be meaningful. At Kau Bay, 1 in 
8 males caught displayed the initial phase colour pattern, compared to 1 in 30 at 
Wahine Park. This suggests that initial phase males are more abundant at Kau Bay 
relative to terminal phase males, and that density of initial phase males increased with 
population density. Jones (1980) reported that spawning interference by initial phase 
males was low in spotties based on observations at Leigh. It is possible that the initial 
phase males in this study were not reproducing but were in the process of changing 
colour pattern. Observational studies are required to assess the importance of 
spawning interference in these populations. 
Interestingly, the operational sex ratios detected here and those reported by 
Jones (1980) are markedly different. In Jones’ study, the operational sex ratios were 
8.7:1 at high density, compared to 3.7:1 at low density. In this study, the operational 
sex ratios were 22.5:1 at high density in Kau Bay and 4.3:1 at low density in Wahine 
Park. This suggests that relatively few females change sex at Kau Bay compared to 
Wahine Park and compared to both the high density and low density populations 
described by Jones (1980). Furthermore, the presence of large females at Kau Bay 
supports the suggestion that fewer females change sex. The largest females detected at 
Kau Bay were in size classes larger than the mean length at sex change for this site, 
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and larger than the largest females from Wahine Park (Figure 2.9). Size-fecundity 
skew (Muñoz and Warner 2003b) is one reason why females might not change sex. 
This theory explains that a female will defer sex change to a smaller female if her 
fecundity is greater than the fecundity of all other females combined. Size-fecundity 
skew may be possible if a female is very large relative to all other females in the 
reproductive population (Muñoz and Warner 2003b). In this study, multiple large 
females were detected on transect. Transects, however, can run through more than one 
female home range (Cowen 1990), and thus not all large females detected may 
interact under natural conditions. The presence of size-fecundity skew cannot be ruled 
out in this study, but requires further investigation.  
I suggest an alternative hypothesis for sex change deferral in this particular 
study. The two sites investigated are unique in that they differ considerably in habitat 
composition. Jones (1981) described spotties as resource defense polygynysts; male 
spotties gain access to mating opportunities by defending desired spawning grounds. 
Jones (1981) found that spawning success of terminal phase males was most strongly 
related to the desirability of territory and time spent courting females, rather than size 
or age. The territory type most preferred by females contained an open rocky area 
with some central algal cover in which females sheltered immediately following 
spawning. 
If territory availability affects the decision to change sex, differences in habitat 
composition could drive the differences in sex ratio observed in this study. At Kau 
Bay, the benthic substrate is primarily sand from a depth of roughly 5 m and deeper, 
whereas at Wahine Park, sand is rarely encountered and algal patches are common 
along the rocky substrate (personal observation). The types of spawning territories 
suggested to be preferred by females are rare at Kau Bay. A paucity of desirable 
territory would alter future reproductive success of an individual prior to sex change, 
and may be enough to prevent an individual from changing sex. In his study on 
territory in spotties, Jones (1981) showed that an area with substantially less desirable 
territories was characterised by a strongly female-skewed sex ratio, relative to an 
adjacent area with a larger number of desirable territories. Furthermore, considerably 
more males were detected in his study and still only 3 males monopolised mating 
opportunities. It is likely that Kau Bay would support many fewer males due to 
territory-limitation, leading to a sex ratio as skewed as that observed here. This 
hypothesis is supported by the depth distribution of males in this study. At Kau Bay, 
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the largest number of males was observed at 3 m, the largest proportion relative to 
initial phase at 6 m, and none were observed deeper (Figure 2.4). At Wahine Park, the 
density of terminal phase males increased with depth. These distributions roughly 
match areas where desirable territories, according to Jones (1981), are likely to be 
most abundant. 
The implication of limiting spawning territory is that reproductive potential in 
the Kau Bay population may be limited despite high density. The relevance of 
spawning territory limitation requires further investigation in other species. California 
sheephead, for example, are protogynous hermaphrodites that defend spawning 
territories and are a major target of commercial and recreational fisheries (Adreani et 
al. 2004). Alonzo and colleagues (2008) highlighted the importance of incorporating 
information on sex change and sex-specific behaviour into fisheries models for 
sheephead and other hermaphroditic species. If spawning territory limitation plays a 
role in determining sex change, this may have profound effects on the reproductive 
potential of a population, and will be an important consideration in fisheries modeling 
and stock management. 
 
2.4.2 Size advantage model and life history traits 
The size advantage model predicts that early sex change will occur in 
populations characterised by slow growth, high mortality, or both (Warner, 1988). 
Warner’s (1975) simulations of the size advantage model indicated that high 
abundance and low survivorship of the initial phase, or a slow increase in fecundity 
with age, can also result in early sex change. These patterns describe the population at 
Kau Bay. At Kau Bay, small length-at-age suggests that fecundity is increasing more 
slowly with age than at Wahine Park, as fecundity is loosely related to size (Gust 
2004), and this is associated with an abundant initial phase and high mortality. 
Accordingly, sex change occurred at a smaller size and younger age at Kau Bay than 
at Wahine Park for some individuals (Figures 2.8 and 2.9). These results support the 
predictions of the size advantage model. 
Disentangling the relative importance of individual life history traits for the 
timing of sex change is difficult, for example, in populations with high mortality and 
slow growth, it is unclear which influences early sex change more (Cowen 1990, Gust 
2004, Jones 1980). In this study, variation in life history traits appeared to be driven 
by differences in the magnitude of recruitment to each Kau Bay and Wahine Park. 
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Recruitment rate can influence the timing of sex change due to its effect on population 
density (Charnov et al. 1978, Warner 1988). Recruitment in triplefin species, which 
are ecologically similar to spotties, is higher in Wellington Harbour than about the 
south coast (Shima and Swearer 2009). It is likely that spotties also recruit in higher 
abundance at Kau Bay in the harbour than at Wahine Park on the south coast. Jones   
(1984c) showed that juvenile survivorship and juvenile growth were inversely 
correlated with initial juvenile density in a population of spotties at Leigh and 
concluded that the most important density-dependent interaction was food limitation. 
It is likely that density-dependent food limitation resulted in the patterns of slow 
growth, reduced size frequency, small length-at-age, and high mortality, at Kau Bay 
in this study. This is supported by the higher mean asymptotic length predicted at Kau 
Bay relative to Wahine Park, which suggests that adult growth rate increases as 
density-dependence is relieved; however, no individuals near the predicted mean 
asymptotic length were caught. Presumably, high mortality prevents individuals 
reaching these age classes due to density-dependent stress early in development. 
These results are similar to other studies that detected high density, slow growth, and 
high mortality, and concluded that density-dependence drove these patterns (Gust et 
al. 2002, Jones 1980) 
The size advantage model predicts that early maturation is associated with 
slow growth, early sex change, and high mortality. Jones (1980), however, found that 
maturation occurred at a critical size in spotties, irrespective of growth and age, and 
that maturation could be delayed until that size was reached. In another paper, Jones 
and Thompson (1980) showed that mature initial phase spotties could socially inhibit 
maturation in juveniles at high density. The results of this study suggest that a 
majority of individuals at Kau Bay did not mature until age 3, as opposed to age 2 at 
Wahine Park. Considering the high density of fish, it is likely that either or both slow 
growth and social inhibition by conspecifics result in delayed maturation at Kau Bay. 
The estimates in this study rely on a small sample size of juveniles from Wahine Park 
and the assumption that maturation occurred at 130 mm (total length). Understanding 
differences in the timing of maturation across this small spatial scale will be better 
served by sampling during the spawning season to accurately estimate maturity and 






Jones (1980) showed that two populations of spotties separated by over one 
thousand kilometres differed in the expression of a number of life history traits. This 
study further suggests that spotties can differ in the expression of life history traits and 
sex change between populations separated by only 9 kilometres. The results presented 
here demonstrate that caution must be taken when estimating life history traits from 
samples collected across a large spatial scale. Furthermore, I suggest here that 
availability of spawning territory may be a determining proximal cue for sex change 
in spotties when territories are limited. For hermaphroditic species that are sensitive to 
spawning territory availability, spatial variation in spawning habitat may be a 
necessary consideration of species management, in addition to sex change and related 
life history traits (Alonzo et al. 2008). Further, density may not always be an accurate 





Chapter 3:  
Fluctuating asymmetry and condition of Notolabrus celidotus 




Environmental stressors can reduce the physiological condition of individuals 
(Jones 1984c, Ning et al. 2012, Shoup & Wahl 2011) and alter life history traits such 
as growth rate, fecundity, and mortality (Stearns 1976, 1977, Yamahira and Conover 
2002). Limiting food resources, for example, can result in small size-at-age and 
increased mortality in fishes (Ovegård et al. 2012, Shoup and Wahl 2011), and have 
subsequent impacts on the reproductive potential of a population (Lambert and Dutil 
1997, Marshall and Frank 1999). Because of this, life history traits are sometimes 
used to assess the health or condition of populations of fish (Clarke 1995) or to infer 
the impact of stressors like fishing pressure (Russ 1991). A goal, however, is to be 
able to recognise a population under stress before impacts such as high mortality are 
evident and have affected the reproductive potential of a population (Clarke 1995, 
Figuerola et al. 2012). 
 Condition factors relate the length and weight of an individual and are thought 
to reflect physiological condition by indicating energy reserves (Carscadden and 
Frank 2002, Froese 2006, Rätz and Lloret 2003). Such metrics are more easily 
measured than life history traits. Fulton’s condition factor (K) is calculated by K = 
100 ! W/L3, where W = weight and L = length, and is frequently used in fisheries 
science as an indication of health and fitness of individuals within a population (e.g. 
Koops et al. 2004, Mello and Rose 2005, van der Oost et al. 2003). In Atlantic cod, 
for example, K was used to monitor the condition of the stock and was shown to 
decrease rapidly as fish stocks declined prior to the collapse of the fishery (Lambert 
and Dutil 1997). 
 Another method of inferring health is by evaluating fluctuating asymmetry 
(Allenbach 2010, Palmer 1996), though the topic is controversial (Bjorksten et al. 
2000, Rasmuson 2002). Fluctuating asymmetry refers to a natural asymmetry between 
the right and left components of a trait (e.g. arm length, etc.) in bilaterally 
symmetrical organisms (Palmer and Strobeck 2003, Palmer 1996). Fluctuating 
asymmetry (hereafter referred to as FA) is thought to arise from stress during an 
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organism’s development and it may reflect both the magnitude of stress and/or the 
ability of an organism to cope with stress (Lens et al. 2002, Palmer 1996). 
Furthermore, some workers believe that FA can reduce the reproductive potential of 
an individual, and therefore it may be useful as a measure of relative fitness (Clarke 
1995, Møller 1994). Critics of FA highlight the inability of a large number of studies 
to successfully detect FA, or to correlate it with particular environmental stressors 
(Bergstrom and Reimchen 2000, Bjorksten et al. 2000, Rasmuson 2002). Studies of 
FA are problematic because the asymmetry can be expressed in some traits and not 
others (Blanckenhorn et al. 1998, Woods et al. 1999) and the magnitude of 
asymmetry can depend on the type of stress encountered (Campbell et al. 1998, Roy 
and Stanton 1999). Furthermore, FA may be reduced in males in populations where 
females actively select mates (Kodric-brown 1997, Møller 1994) or increased in 
males due to sex-specific differences in energy demands (Helle et al. 2010, Serrano et 
al. 2008). Thus, the ability to detect FA can depend on a thorough understanding of 
the stress- and sex-specific development of FA in the particular trait examined (Lens 
et al. 2002, Palmer and Strobeck 2003). 
 In marine fishes, paired otoliths, or ‘ear stones’, are a convenient trait for 
measuring FA (Palmer et al. 2010, but see Vignon and Morat 2010). Otoliths are 
important in the balance and navigation of fishes, and asymmetry in otoliths is 
believed to indicate reduced physiological condition and fitness (Gagliano et al. 
2008). However, studies of FA in otoliths are rare, and they have inconsistently 
documented correlations between asymmetry and environmental stressors (Palmer et 
al. 2010). Grønkjaer and Sand (2003) demonstrated in a laboratory experiment that 
poor nutritional condition of juvenile fish was correlated with increased FA in 
otoliths. Similarly, both Somarakis and colleagues (1997) and Lemberget and 
colleagues (2009) found a positive relationship between FA in otoliths and decreased 
recruitment of larval fish during poor environmental conditions. Alternatively, 
Folkvard and colleagues (2000) reported no relationship between FA in otoliths and 
condition, but this may have resulted from only measuring otolith radius. A difficulty 
associated with trait-specific expression of FA in otoliths (considered a single trait) is 
that different variables that describe otolith size may express FA differently (Panfili et 
al. 2005). Lens and colleagues (2002) recommend overcoming trait-specific 
expression of FA by measuring multiple traits. Panfili and colleagues (2005), 
however, suggest that integrating a number of different variables describing otolith 
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size may be as effective as analysing multiple traits, while Palmer and colleagues 
(2010) recommend measuring the shape of an otolith. 
Here, I investigate the expression of FA in otoliths of a temperate protogynous 
(female first) hermaphrodite, the spotty (Notolabrus celidotus), and I examine the 
relationship between FA and other condition indices, components of life history, and 
sex. Spotties at Kau Bay on the north shore of Miramar Peninsula live at higher 
density than spotties at Wahine Park on the neighbouring south coast (Chapter 2). 
High density is accompanied by reduced size-at-age and increased mortality, 
presumably as a result of density-dependent resource limitation (Chapter 2). Further, 
female mate-selection determines the reproductive success of males in this species 
(Jones 1981). In this study, I measured FA from five variables of otolith size and 
compared these to condition indices within and between sites to determine if these 
were related to high density, reduced size-at-age, and increased mortality. I compared 
FA between sexes and size classes, and tested the validity of integrating different 
variables describing otolith size to overcome difficulties associated with trait-specific 
expression of FA. I hypothesised that 1) FA would be negatively correlated with 
condition, 2) FA would be higher and condition lower in the high density population, 
3) FA would be less pronounced in males, and 4) different variables pertaining to 





3.2.1 Species and sampling  
Individuals used for this study are the same specimens that were collected for 
a study on variation in life history traits (previous chapter); a full description of how 
these fish were caught and processed is provided in chapter 2. Briefly, individuals 
were collected (using a range of methods) from two sites: Kau Bay, a sheltered north-
facing site in Wellington Harbour, and Wahine Park, a south-facing site at the harbour 
entrance that is exposed to southerly wind and swell (Figure 2.1, Chapter 2). The 
population of spotties at Kau Bay was observed to live at higher density and 
individuals were characterised by slow growth, small size-at-age, a small ratio of 
males to females, early sex change, and high mortality relative to the population at 
Wahine Park (Chapter 2). Importantly, for this study I excluded individuals from the 
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original collection (i.e. the dataset used for Chapter 2) if two otoliths were not 
available after processing (sample sizes will differ between the two chapters). For this 
chapter, I also assume that my methods of capture facilitated a random sample of the 
focal population. While it is possible that specific phenotypes may be differentially 
vulnerable to particular methods of capture (Ovegård et al. 2012), I assume that any 
bias attributable to collection methods is minimal. 
 
3.2.2 Asymmetry analysis 
To compare FA to classic condition indices and between sites and sexes, I 
measured the magnitude of asymmetry of five otolith variables related to otolith size: 
area, perimeter, axis (major), axis (minor), and weight. First, otoliths were weighed to 
the nearest microgram and converted to grams. Next, I measured area, perimeter, axis 
(major) and axis (minor) from photographs of each otolith. Images were taken with 
Qcapture Pro (version 6.0) and analysed in ImageProPlus (version 5.0). Prior to image 
analysis, I manually increased the contrast of the image to facilitate more accurate 
(and automated) estimates of otolith area, perimeter, axis (major) and axis (minor). 
Where an incomplete perimeter was drawn, the individual was not used for analyses, 
as this would either over- or under-estimate the magnitude of area and perimeter. 
Initially, I compiled three indices for FA analyses: the signed asymmetry index (i.e. 
keeping track of which side was greater/lesser), the unsigned asymmetry index, and 
the trait-size index. I calculated signed asymmetry as right minus left (R-L) for each 
variable. The unsigned asymmetry index is the absolute value of the signed 
asymmetry index (|R-L|) for each variable. The magnitude of FA can be artificially 
inflated if it is correlated with the size of a trait (Palmer and Strobeck 2003). To test 
for a correlation between magnitude of asymmetry and trait-size (otolith size), I 
calculated the trait-size index as (R+L)/2 for each variable of otolith asymmetry. 
Following the trait-size correlation analysis I compiled a residual FA index (see 
below). 
 
3.2.3 Assumptions of fluctuating asymmetry 
Trait-size correlation 
I tested for a correlation between asymmetry and trait-size prior to testing the 
assumptions of FA. To do this, I used Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient to test 
the relationship between the unsigned asymmetry index and the trait-size index for 
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each variable, which is suggested to be most appropriate for studies of FA (Palmer 
and Strobeck 2003). Where a significant relationship was detected, the residuals of the 
linear least-squares regression between the unsigned asymmetry index and the trait-
size index were compiled into a signed residual asymmetry index and an unsigned 
residual asymmetry index and used in place of the raw data. This is assumed to 
remove variation due to the relationship with trait-size, and retains variation due to 
true FA (Lemberget and McCormick 2009). As a significant relationship between 
asymmetry and trait-size was found for all otolith variables in at least one site, I used 
the residual asymmetry index for each variable in the following analyses for 
consistency. 
 
Departure from normality 
To be sure that asymmetry is due to true FA and not another type (anti- or 
directional asymmetry), data must conform to a number of assumptions (Palmer and 
Strobeck 2003). Directional asymmetry results from a predisposed tendency to grow 
asymmetrically in one direction, such as in flatfishes, and is indicated by skew 
(Palmer 1996). Anti-symmetry results from a predisposition to grow asymmetrically 
in either direction, resulting in a bimodal distribution, and is indicated by kurtosis 
(Palmer 1996). True FA requires data to be distributed about a mean equal to 0, as 0 
indicates perfect symmetry (Palmer 1996). I tested the distribution of the signed 
residual asymmetry index by site and variable independently for skew, kurtosis, and 
mean = 0. I tested for a mean = 0 with a one-sample t-test. I calculated skew and an 
associated p-value for each variable in R (R development core team 2012). Kurtosis 
was computed in R and critical values taken from Palmer and Strobeck (2003).  
 
3.2.4 Measurement error 
Values of FA are often very small relative to the size of a trait and can be 
easily confounded with measurement error (Palmer 1996). In order to account for 
measurement error, I measured 5 otolith pairs similar to those used in analyses 
multiple times for FA in the same 5 otolith variables measured above. For area, 
perimeter, axis (major), and axis (minor), I photographed each otolith three times at a 
different orientation, and computed automated measurements once for each new 
photograph. For weight, I weighed each otolith three times and separated each 
weighing with weighing of other otoliths and tare of the scales. I used nested analysis 
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of variance to establish whether significant differences between sides (right or left 
otolith) and individuals (different fish) were detectable despite measurement error for 
each variable independently using asymmetry as a response variable, side nested 
within individual, and multiple measurements nested in side. Measurement error is 
represented by the residual error. I calculated variance components from the mean 
square for each variable according to Gotelli and Ellison (2004). 
 
3.2.5 Condition 
I used two methods to estimate physiological condition of the fish. First, I 
calculated Fulton’s condition factor (K) by the classic equation K = 100!(W/L3) 
(Froese 2006), where W = wet weight of an individual, L = total length, and the 
exponent 3 is an assumption that indicates isometric growth. Second, I calculated 
condition as the residuals of the best-fit line between log(weight) and log(length) by 
linear least-squares regression (referred to hereafter as the residuals of the length-





I detected a large number of outliers during analyses of the assumptions of FA. 
These were present both in the raw data and in the residual asymmetry index. To 
establish outliers I used boxplots of the unsigned residual index and selected 
individuals who fell outside 1.5 times the interquartile range, or roughly 2 standard 
deviations, from the median for each variable of fluctuating asymmetry. I counted 18 
outliers total. Of these, 11 were male and 7 female, 10 were from Wahine Park and 8 
from Kau Bay, and all were larger than 150 mm (total length). While it can be 
acceptable to delete outliers on statistical grounds in studies of FA (e.g. Lemberget 
and McCormick 2009), being that it is deviations, particularly large deviations from 0, 
that we are interested in, deleting outliers ultimately results in deleting the most 
interesting data points. The consequence of including outliers in the data set is that the 
distributions of FA displayed skew and kurtosis; however, it is unlikely that this is 
indicative of directional or anti-symmetry for the variables examined. Otoliths are 
used for a variety of vital functions that rely on balance or symmetry between the 
right and left (Gagliano et al. 2008), and it is safe to assume that deviations from 
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symmetry would not be selected for and do not reflect anti-symmetry or directional 
asymmetry. I retained outliers for further analyses as they constituted an important 
contribution to the dataset. For comparison, I constructed a second dataset with these 
outliers removed and tested it for the assumptions of FA and for a relationship with 
condition, site, sex, and size class. In addition, I test both datasets for homogeneity of 
variances with Bartlett’s test and assume that the magnitude of skew or kurtosis do no 
seriously violate the assumptions of normality for the following parametric statistical 
analyses. To examine the effect of retaining outliers, I report results from the 
complete dataset and discuss them in relation to results from the dataset with outliers 
removed. 
 
Asymmetry, condition, and site 
To assess the relationship between FA, condition, and site, I used analysis of 
covariance (ANCOVA) with site as a predictor variable, condition as a covariate, and 
asymmetry as a response variable. I ran ANCOVA for each asymmetry variable 
independently, and for each K and residuals of the length-weight relationship. As site 
was shown not to have a significant effect, I pooled samples from the two sites and 
used linear least-squares regression to test the relationship between condition and 
each variable of asymmetry. Where an obvious outlier affected the result, I removed 
the outlier and repeated the regression. I did this rather than rerunning the linear 
regression for each variable with the dataset that had 18 outliers removed because 
only two variables, area and axis (major), were clearly affected by outliers in the 
analysis directly involving condition. In addition, I compared condition (K) and 
condition as measured by the residuals of the length-weight relationship directly 
between sites using analysis of variance. 
 
Asymmetry, sex, and size 
As there was no detectable difference in FA between sites, I pooled sites to 
test for differences in asymmetry between males and females, and between two size 
classes, using analysis of variance (ANOVA). I selected two size classes, individuals 
& 150 mm, and individuals < 150 mm, as this roughly represents the age of sex 




Relative expression of fluctuating asymmetry in otolith variables 
I used principal components analysis (PCA) to test the relative expression of 
FA in the 5 variables of otolith size, using the correlation matrix as this accounts for 
scaling of different units. The first principal component explained a large proportion 
of the variation (51.8%) and I used scores from the first principal component axis as a 
composite index of FA. I compared this composite index between sites and against K 
and the residuals of the length-weight relationship with ANCOVA. The expression of 
asymmetry in these otolith variables is discussed. 
 





3.3.1 Assumptions of fluctuating asymmetry 
 A total of 112 individuals (224 otoliths) were retained in the following 
analyses, with 47 from Wahine Park and 65 from Kau Bay. Of these, 25 males and 22 
females were from Wahine Park, while 15 males and 50 females were from Kau Bay. 
 
Trait-size correlation 
There was a significant relationship between each variable of asymmetry and 
trait-size for all variables except perimeter and axis (minor) at Wahine Park, and axis 
(major) at Kau Bay (Table 3.1). For consistency, I used the residual index (residuals 

















Table 3.1: Relationship between fluctuating asymmetry (FA) and trait-size of otoliths 
from spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) collected from Wahine Park and Kau Bay. P-
values and rho are calculated from Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient for five 
variables of otolith size: area, perimeter, axis (major), axis (minor), and weight. 
Results are presented for each site separately and sites pooled. FA was significantly 
related to otolith size as measured in area and weight at both sites, in perimeter and 
axis (minor) at Kau Bay, and in axis (major) at Wahine Park. Results significant at % 
= 0.05 are shown in bold. 
FA variable Site # P 
Area Wahine Park 0.33 0.02 
Kau Bay 0.4 < 0.001 
Pooled 0.39 < 0.001 
Perimeter Wahine Park 0.03 0.86 
Kau Bay 0.29 0.019 
Pooled 0.19 0.047 
Axis (major) Wahine Park 0.33 0.02 
Kau Bay 0.1 0.41 
Pooled 0.28 0.003 
Axis (minor) 
 
Wahine Park 0.12 0.43 
Kau Bay 0.33 0.008 
Pooled 0.25 0.007 
Weight Wahine Park 0.52 < 0.001 
Kau Bay 0.49 < 0.001 
Pooled 0.49 < 0.001 
 
 
Departure from normality 
All variables were significantly right-skewed except for area and perimeter at 
Wahine Park (Table 3.2). Area and perimeter were slightly platykurtotic at Wahine 
Park (values clumped near centre of distribution, indicated by negative value sign), 
and leptokurtotic at Kau Bay (values distributed in tails of distribution, indicated by 
positive sign; Table 3.3). All other variables were slightly leptokurtotic (Table 3.3). 
The mean of the distribution of each variable was not significantly different from 0 at 
either site (Table 3.4). When the dataset with outliers removed was tested, there was 
no significant skew for any variable, and only perimeter was slightly platykurtotic at 
Kau Bay (-1.099, significant at % = 0.05). The mean was not significantly different 
from 0 for any variable except for perimeter at Kau Bay (P < 0.001). When sites were 
pooled with outliers removed, perimeter was slightly right skewed (0.95, P < 0.001), 
and no significant kurtosis was detected for any variable.  
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Table 3.2: Skew in the distribution of fluctuating asymmetry (FA) values measured in 
otoliths of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) for five variables of otolith size: area, 
perimeter, axis (major), axis (minor), and weight. Otoliths were collected from two 
sites, Kau Bay and Wahine Park, and skew and an associated p-value are presented 
for each site and for sites pooled. The distribution of all variables is significantly right 
skewed at Kau Bay and for the sites pooled, and significantly right skewed for axis 
(major), axis (minor), and weight at Wahine Park. Results significant at % = 0.05 are 
shown in bold. 
FA variable Site Skew P 
Area Wahine Park 0.39 0.14 
Kau Bay 3.72 0 
Pooled 3.29 0 
Perimeter Wahine Park 0.56 0.06 
Kau Bay 2.26 < 0.001 
Pooled 1.56 < 0.001 
Axis (major) 
Wahine Park 1.33 < 0.001 
Kau Bay 3.25 < 0.001 
Pooled 2.64 0 
Axis (minor) 
Wahine Park 0.76 0.02 
Kau Bay 1.22 < 0.001 
Pooled 1.01 < 0.001 
Weight 
Wahine Park 1.01 < 0.001 
Kau Bay 1.19 < 0.001 
Pooled 1.06 < 0.001 
 
 
Table 3.3: Kurtosis in the distribution of fluctuating asymmetry values measured in 
otoliths of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) for five variables of otolith size: area, 
perimeter (Perim), axis major (Amj), axis minor (Amn) and weight (W). Otoliths 
were collected from two sites, Kau Bay and Wahine Park, and significant kurtosis at % 
= 0.05 is represented by (**) and for % = 0.01 by (*). Significant kurtosis occurs for 
all variables at all sites except for perimeter and axis (minor) at Wahine Park. 
Platykurtosis is indicated by a negative sign and leptokurtosis by a positive sign. 
Critical values were taken from Palmer and Strobeck (2003).  
Site Area Perim A(mj) A(mn) W 















Table 3.4: Results from one sample t-tests for the mean level of fluctuating 
asymmetry measured in otoliths of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus). Five variables 
were measured for asymmetry: area, perimeter (Perim), axis major (Amj), axis minor 
(Amn) and weight (W). Samples were collected from two sites, Kau Bay and Wahine 
Park, and results are presented from each site and for sites pooled. The mean is not 
significantly different from 0 at any site or when sites are pooled. 
Site Area Perim A(mj) A(mn) W 















3.3.2 Measurement error 
There was a significant difference between individual fish and between otolith 
side (right or left) for all variables despite the residual variation due to measurement 
error (p < 0.0001 for area, perimeter, axis (major), axis (minor), and weight; ANOVA 
tables are presented in appendix B). Variance components indicated that residual 
variation due to measurement error never accounted for more than 0.21% of the 
variation present (Table 3.5). This suggests that measurement error is very small 
compared to differences between otoliths and individuals. I assume that differences 
between sides detected in this study are due to true FA and are not a consequence of 














Table 3.5: Variance components computed from nested analysis of variance for each 
of five variables repeatedly measured in otoliths from spotties (Notolabrus celidotus): 
area, perimeter (Perim), axis major (Amj), axis minor (Amn), and weight (W). 
Repeated measures were nested in side (right or left) the otolith was extracted from, 
which was nested within individual fish. % Individual indicates the variation 
attributed to differences between otoliths of different fish. % Side indicates the 
variation attributed to differences between sides the otolith was extracted from. % 
Residual indicates residual variation, in this case, variation due to error between 
repeated measurements. The residual variation due to measurement error does not 
account for more than 0.21% of the variation for any variable.   
Source of variation Area Perim A(mj) A(mn) W 
% Individual 96.8 97.9 97.4 57.4 98.9 
% Side 3.12 1.85 2.55 42.6 1.09 
% Residual 0.077 0.21 0.038 0.014 0.016 
 
 
3.3.3 Fluctuating asymmetry, condition, and site 
Bartlett’s test indicated homogeneous variances for all the variables examined. 
There was a relationship between Fulton’s condition factor (K) and FA, which was 
not affected by site, as indicated by the ‘Site:K’ interaction (Tables 3.6 – 3.10). At 
0.05, all variables of FA were significantly correlated with K, but asymmetry did not 
differ significantly between sites (Tables 3.6 – 3.10). Small changes were revealed 
when outliers were removed. There was a significant interaction between K and FA 
for area (F1,90 = 4.68, P = 0.03), axis major (F1,90 = 4.96, P = 0.03), and weight (F1,90 = 
5.45, P = 0.02) only, with still no effect of site present. I conclude that outliers were 
not primarily driving the correlation between K and FA. While asymmetry did not 
significantly differ between sites, there was a non-significant trend for Wahine Park to 
be more asymmetric despite removing outliers (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 
Condition as measured by the residuals of the length-weight relationship was 
not related to asymmetry of any variable (ANCOVA, F1,108 = 0.012 and P = 0.9 for 
area, F1,108 = 0.46 and P = 0.5 for perimeter, F1,108 = 0.46 and P = 0.8 for axis major, 
F1,108 = 0.57 and P = 0.5 for axis minor, F1,108 = 0.3 and P = 0.6 for weight), and did 
not vary between sites (ANCOVA, F1,108 = 0.23 and P = 0.63 for area, F1,108 = 0.96 
and P = 0.33 for perimeter, F1,108 = 0.47 and P = 0.49 for axis major, F1,108 = 0.56 and 
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P = 0.46 for axis minor, F1,108 = 0.007 and P = 0.9 for weight). None of these 
relationships were made significant by deleting outliers. 
 
 
Table 3.6: Relationship between site, Fulton’s condition factor (K), and fluctuating 
asymmetry (FA) in the otoliths of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus). FA is measured in 
5 variables of otolith size: area (a), perimeter (b), axis major (c), axis minor (d), and 
weight (e). Analysis of covariance was performed with site as a fixed factor, condition 
as a covariate, and asymmetry as a response. FA does not differ significantly between 
sites for any variable (interaction term ‘Site’). FA is related to K (interaction term 
‘K’) but this relationship is not affected by site (‘Site:K’ interaction). Relationships 
that are significant at % = 0.05 are in bold. 
Source of 
variation df MS F P 
a. Area     
  Site 1 8.27!10-05 0.017 0.895 
  K 1 0.023 4.774 0.031 
  Site:K 1 0.011 2.359 0.128 
  Residuals 108 0.005   
b. Perimeter    
  Site 1 0.002 0.486 0.487 
  K 1 0.041 8.246 <0.01 
  Site:K 1 0.015 2.965 0.088 
  Residuals 108 0.005   
c. Axis (major)    
  Site 1 7.56!10-05 0.076 0.784 
  K 1 0.005 4.514 0.036 
  Site:K 1 0.002 2.106 0.150 
  Residuals 108 0.001   
d. Axis (minor)    
  Site 1 0.0002 0.741 0.391 
  K 1 0.001 5.301 0.023 
  Site:K 1 8.88!10-06 0.036 0.850 
  Residuals 108 0.0002   
e. Weight     
  Site 1 3.56!10-09 1.458 0.230 
  K 1 2.52!10-08 10.33 <0.01 
  Site:K 1 6.05!10-11 0.025 0.875 




Figure 3.1: Boxplots showing outliers in the unsigned (absolute) distribution of 
residual fluctuating asymmetry (FA) indices measured in otoliths of spotties 
(Notolabrus celidotus) collected from Wahine Park and Kau Bay. FA did not differ 
significantly between sites, but there is a non-significant trend for it to be greater at 
Wahine Park, as measured in 5 variables of otolith size: area, perimeter, axis (major), 
axis (minor), and weight. Bold horizontal lines indicate median fluctuating asymmetry 
value for each variable. The top and bottom of each box shows the first and third 
quartiles and encompass the middle 50% of the data. The whiskers show the 
maximum and minimum value or 1.5 times the interquartile range depending on 
which is lower. 
  






































































































Figure 3.2: Boxplots showing the unsigned (absolute) distribution of residual 
fluctuating asymmetry (FA) indices measured in otoliths of spotties (Notolabrus 
celidotus) collected from Wahine Park and Kau Bay. FA does not differ significantly 
between sites but there is a non-significant trend for it to be greater at Wahine Park 
despite the removal of a number of outliers. FA is measured in 5 variables pertaining 
to otolith size: area, perimeter, axis (major), axis (minor), and weight. Bold horizontal 
lines indicate median fluctuating asymmetry value for each variable. The top and 
bottom of each box shows the first and third quartiles and encompass the middle 50% 














































































































Condition (K) and fluctuating asymmetry 
Weight was most significantly correlated with K (R2 = 0.09, Radj = 0.08, P = 
0.001), followed by perimeter (R2 = 0.06, Radj = 0.05, P = 0.007) and axis minor (R2 = 
0.05, Radj = 0.04, P = 0.02, Figure 3.3). Area was not significantly correlated with K 
when outliers were retained (R2  = 0.03, Radj = 0.02, P = 0.07), but was when one 
major outlier was removed (R2 = 0.06, Radj = 0.05, P = 0.01, Figure 3.4). Axis (major) 
was not significantly correlated with K (R2 = 0.02, Radj = 0.01, P = 0.1, Figure 3.3), 
but the relationship was slightly stronger when three outliers were removed (R2 = 
0.03, Radj = 0.02, P = 0.07, Figure 3.5).  
 
 
Figure 3.3: Linear least-squares regression between fluctuating asymmetry (FA) and 
Fulton’s condition factor (K) for 4 variables of otolith size: perimeter (P = 0.007), 
axis (major) showing 3 outliers in far right of the distribution (P = 0.1), axis (minor) 
(P = 0.02), and weight (P = 0.001). FA is measured from otoliths of spotties 
(Notolabrus celidotus). There is a positive relationship between K and FA for each 
variable.  



















































    
Figure 3.4: Linear least-squares regression between Fulton’s condition factor (K) and 
fluctuating asymmetry (FA) in area showing (a) relationship with outlier (P = 0.07) 
and (b) relationship after the outlier is removed (P = 0.01). FA is measured in otoliths 
of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus). The relationship is positive with and without the 
outlier, but more closely fits the data when the outlier is removed.  
























































Figure 3.5: Linear least-squares regression between Fulton’s condition factor (K) and 
fluctuating asymmetry (FA) in axis (major) after three outliers were removed (P = 
0.07). FA is measured in otoliths of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus). There is a 
positive relationship between FA and condition (K). 
 
 
Condition and site 
K differed significantly between sites and was higher at Wahine Park 
(ANOVA, F1,110 = 53.9, P < 0.001, Table 3.7, Figure 3.6). Removing outliers did not 
change the significance of this relationship (ANOVA, F1,92 = 49.2, P < 0.001). The 
residuals of the length-weight relationship did not differ between sites (ANOVA, 
F1,110 = 0, P = 1.0). This relationship was not majorly affected by deleting outliers 
(ANOVA, F1,92 = 0.02, P = 0.889) and I conclude that outliers do not primarily drive 
the relationships between site and condition as measured by either K or the residuals 
of the length-weight relationship.  
 
 




























Table 3.7: Fulton’s condition factor (K) measured in spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) 
differs significantly between two sites Kau Bay and Wahine Park (ANOVA). P-value 
significant at % = 0.01 is shown in bold. 
Source of variation df MS F P 
Site 1 5.55!10-07 53.88 < 0.001 
Residuals 110 1.03!10-08 




Figure 3.6: Boxplot showing the distribution of Fulton’s condition factor (K) 
measured in spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) at Kau Bay and Wahine Park. The bold 
horizontal line indicates the median value of K at each site. The top and bottom of 
each box show the first and third quartiles and encompass the middle 50% of the data. 
The whiskers show the maximum and minimum value for Kau Bay, and at Wahine 
Park they show the minimum value and 1.5 times the upper interquartile range due to 

































3.3.4 Fluctuating asymmetry, size, and sex 
Given that there was no significant difference between sites for any variable, 
sites were pooled to examine differences between males and females and between two 
size classes. Individuals & 150 mm (total length) were significantly more asymmetric 
than individuals < 150 mm for all variables (ANOVA, F1,110 = 11.203 and P = 0.001 
for area, F1,110 = 12.1 and P < 0.001 for perimeter, F1,110 = 5.1 and P = 0.026 for axis 
major, F1,110 = 9.4 and P = 0.003 for axis minor, F1,110 = 12.9 and P < 0.001 for 
weight). Significant interactions were retained when outliers were removed (ANOVA, 
F1,92 = 17.9 and P < 0.001 for area, F1,92 = 5.5 and P = 0.02 for perimeter, F1,92 = 4.8 
and P = 0.03 for axis major, F1,92 = 5.2 and P = 0.02 for axis minor, F1,92 = 6.8 and P = 
0.01 for weight). Only weight differed significantly between sexes (ANOVA, F1,110 = 
14.8 and P < 0.001). When outliers were removed, all variables were significantly 
more asymmetric in males (ANOVA, F1,92 = 7.6 and P = 0.007 for area, F1,92 = 5.7 
and P = 0.019 for perimeter, F1,92 = 13.1 and P < 0.001 for axis major, F1,92 = 9.9 and 
P = 0.002 for axis minor, F1,92 = 16.2 and P < 0.001 for weight). 
 
3.3.5 Relative expression of fluctuating asymmetry in otolith variables 
 
The first, second, and third principal components explained 51.78%, 18.16%, 
and 15.45% of the variation respectively (Figure 3.7). When the first principal 
component was used as a composite index of FA, there was a positive relationship 
between K and asymmetry (ANCOVA, F1,108 = 6.1 and P = 0.015), which was not 
significantly affected by site (ANCOVA, F1,108 = 3.45 and P = 0.065), and no 
relationship between the residuals of the length-weight relationship and asymmetry 
(ANCOVA, F1,108 = 0.04 and P = 0.84). According to the first principal component 
axis, the magnitude of FA decreased for all otolith variables relative to one another, 
indicated by the consistency in the negative direction of the loadings of each variable 
(Figure 3.8). The second principal component indicated that as asymmetry in area, 
axis (minor), and weight increased, asymmetry in perimeter and axis (major) 
decreased (Figure 3.8). The third principal component suggested that asymmetry in 







Figure 3.7: Scree plot for a principal components analysis incorporating 5 variables 
of fluctuating asymmetry measured in otoliths of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus). Bars 
indicate the relative importance of each principal component. The first three together 


























Figure 3.8: Loadings of each variable of fluctuating asymmetry (FA) along the first 
two principal components. The principal components analysis (PCA) incorporated 5 
variables of FA measured in otoliths of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus). The first 
principal component (Comp. 1) explains 51.78% of the variation and the second 
principal component (Comp. 2) explains 18.16% of the variation. All variables are 
negative for the first principal component indicating that FA decreases in each 
variable relative to the others. The second principal component suggests that 
asymmetry in area, axis (minor), and weight increase (indicated by positive loading) 
while asymmetry decreases in perimeter and axis (major) (indicated by negative 
loading). The arrows represent the loadings of the variables. The numbers represent 
the row in the original data-frame. The PCA was run for variables pooled between 
spotties collected from Kau Bay and Wahine Park. 
  


























































































































3.4.1 Fluctuating asymmetry and condition 
The results suggest that FA is expressed more strongly in individuals in good 
physiological condition (Fulton’s K), which is unintuitive and does not support my 
hypotheses. Patterns of correlation between FA and condition indices are inconsistent 
in literature. Both Grønkjaer and Sand (2003) and Somarakis and colleagues (1997) 
correlated increased FA with low nutritional condition and low scores of residual 
length-weight condition indices respectively in otoliths of larval fish, whereas neither 
Panfili and colleagues (2005) nor Urbach and colleagues (2007) were able to detect a 
relationship between FA and condition indices in adult populations of fish. The 
relationship between FA and condition may be confounded in this study by pooling 
samples across age classes. Length and weight, and the condition factors that rely on 
these measures, can fluctuate over short temporal scales, for example, due to breeding 
season or seasonal fluctuations in resource availability (Mello and Rose 2005, Sutton 
et al. 2000). While condition may reflect recent fluctuations in the relationship 
between length and weight, my measurements of FA effectively reflect a cumulative 
stress endured by an individual during its lifetime. In addition, both FA (Gagliano et 
al. 2008) and condition (Shoup and Wahl 2011) can lead to increased mortality. It is 
possible that in the populations investigated in this study, asymmetric individuals in 
poor physiological condition suffered higher mortality than asymmetric individuals in 
better physiological condition, leading to the slightly positive relationship between 
FA and condition detected. I suggest, as has Urbach and colleagues (2007), that as 
condition indices and FA appear to measure different aspects of physiological 
condition, the two cannot be used interchangeably to estimate condition (however, the 
two metrics may provide different, but complimentary information). My results 
suggest that care must be taken if FA is assumed to reflect current physiological 
condition or if it is used as an indication of recent stress, particularly in adult 
populations.  
 
3.4.2 Fluctuating asymmetry and life history traits 
In this study I expected that density-dependent resource limitation would be 
the primary environmental stressor driving differences in FA and condition between 
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Wahine Park and Kau Bay. However, individuals assumed to be under density-
dependent stress at Kau Bay tended to be less asymmetric than individuals living at 
low density at Wahine Park. Again, this pattern could be explained by higher 
mortality of asymmetric individuals as suggested above (see Fluctuating asymmetry 
and condition); asymmetric individuals at Wahine Park may have survived to 
adulthood more frequently than individuals from Kau Bay due to better condition (K). 
Additionally, slightly higher asymmetry at Wahine Park could be a reflection of 
carry-over effects from the pelagic larval duration. Triplefins are ecologically similar 
to spotties and the south coast of Wellington tends to attract lower quality triplefin 
recruits than the harbour (Shima and Swearer 2009). As asymmetry may be correlated 
with larval quality (Lemberget and McCormick 2009, Somarakis et al. 1997), it is 
possible that Wahine Park, which is situated at the harbour entrance on the south 
coast, is replenished by low quality recruits and asymmetries are retained into 
adulthood. The relationship between FA, larval quality, and location of recruitment, 
require further investigation in this species.  Further, the relationship between FA and 
size (discussed in the next section) may also contribute to differences between sites. 
This study suggests that fish larger than 150 mm (total length) are more asymmetric 
than smaller fish, and as large fish were more frequently caught from Wahine Park 
than at Kau Bay (Chapter 2), the tendency of greater asymmetry at Wahine Park may 
be driven by this difference in size-frequency between locations.  
 
3.4.3 Fluctuating asymmetry, sex, and size 
The results suggest that individuals 150 mm (total length) or larger exhibit 
greater FA than smaller fish. Fluctuating asymmetry is expected to be more 
pronounced in large traits, for example, large otoliths compared to small otoliths; 
however, by using a residual asymmetry index (see Trait-size correlation in 
Methods), this pattern is presumably controlled for (Palmer and Strobeck 2003). This 
result suggests that otoliths are sensitive to developing FA late in life history in these 
populations, when somatic growth has slowed. These data further suggest that 
stressors influencing asymmetry late in development occur independent of site and 
may be expressed more strongly in males. This is contrary to my hypothesis that FA 
would be lower in males due to female mate-selection. I suggest that a period of fast 
growth after sex change coupled with male-male competition during subsequent 
breeding seasons may offer additional opportunities for asymmetries to arise in males. 
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Serrano et al. (2008) showed that jaws of juvenile male deer were slightly more 
asymmetric than jaws of juvenile female deer and hypothesized that greater 
asymmetry would develop in males due to sex-specific trade-offs in reproduction and 
growth (males grow faster and to a larger size). A similar pattern may be present in 
protogynous reef fish, where males frequently undergo a period of rapid growth 
following sex change (Munday et al. 2009, Walker and McCormick 2004). This 
finding corroborates other studies that detected sex-dependent FA and suggested it 
was driven by sex-specific growth and energy demands in a species of fly 
(Bonduriansky 2009) and bird (Helle et al. 2010), but an in depth literature review 
revealed no other studies demonstrating sex-specific FA in otoliths of fishes. As 
males tended to be more asymmetric than females in this study, greater FA at Wahine 
Park could be explained by the higher proportion of males to females relative to Kau 
Bay (Chapter 2). The consequences of FA for competitive capability and mating 
success are a common theme in studies of FA (e.g. Bilcik and Estevez 2005, Urbach 
et al. 2007); however, asymmetry arising from competition in adult populations is 
rarely investigated. In addition, large females were more asymmetric than small, 
despite the tendency for males to be more asymmetric than females. Stressors and 
their influence on FA late in life history require further attention. 
 
3.4.4 Fluctuating asymmetry in otoliths 
In this study, FA measured in 5 variables of otolith size increased for each 
variable simultaneously (Figure 3.8; comp 1), and using a composite index of 
asymmetry detected the same positive relationship between K and FA as using 
individual indices for each variable. This differs from results reported by Panfili and 
colleagues (2005), who found that FA decreased in some variables of otolith size as it 
increased for others in otoliths of two estuarine fish species. Based on their result, 
Panfili and colleagues (2005) suggested that analysing multiple measurements of 
otolith size was akin to analysing multiple traits, but the results of this study suggests 
that this is not the case for spotties. As area and weight appeared to be most sensitive 
for detecting FA, this study corroborates the suggestion that shape descriptor variables 
will be most effective for detecting FA in otoliths (Palmer et al. 2010) and I suggest 
that future work should focus on measuring otolith shape. Further, these results 
suggest caution must be taken if only one variable of a trait is to be measured, as not 
all will express the same magnitude of FA (Lens et al. 2002). 
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3.4.5 Outliers 
Outliers did not appear to be primarily driving the relationship between FA 
and condition, or the lack of correlation between FA and site. Interestingly, outliers 
were not more common from either sex or site, but were all from individuals larger 
than 150 mm (total length). As the most extreme cases of FA in this study occurred in 
large fish, this reinforces my suggestion that further investigation is necessary to 
understand how and why FA arises late in development. 
The difference between left and right otoliths in outliers was visible (Figure 
3.9a). One individual that was excluded from all analyses deserves mention. This fish, 
collected from Wahine Park, was missing its right pelvic fin and the absence of 
obvious scar tissue implied it had been missing this fin throughout its lifespan. I 
believe this would constitute classification as directional asymmetry as one side 
would have been favoured throughout development. Accordingly, the two otoliths 
varied considerably in shape and opacity (Figure 3.9b). In the case of outliers retained 
in this study, no other such exceptions were noted. I assume all outliers reflect real 
cases of extreme FA, and suggest that outliers be given more attention in future 
studies of asymmetry as they represent particularly interesting data points. 
 
3.4.6 Conclusions 
Overall, this study suggests that FA in adult populations of spotties is a 
convoluted measure and may not be useful without developing knowledge of baseline 
levels of FA expressed naturally in populations. Fluctuating asymmetry in this study 
was inconsistently related to the condition indices measured and did not reflect a 
stressed life history characterised by density-dependent resource limitation. 
Fluctuating asymmetry was, however, greater in larger fish despite controlling for a 
relationship between trait-size and asymmetry. Late-life stressors require further 
investigation, particularly in protogynous reef fish where sex-specific growth may 
lead to differences in FA between males and females. The results support the notion 
that measuring otolith shape is important for detecting true FA in otoliths (Palmer et 
al. 2010); however, they do not support the suggestion that investigating different 
variables of otolith size is akin to measuring multiple traits for spotties (Panfili et al. 
2005). Further research should focus on the relationship between FA, condition, and 
mortality, and aim to evaluate natural levels of FA in different stages of life history, if 







Figure 3.9: Asymmetry in otoliths collected from spotties (Notolabrus celidotus) 
showing (a) extreme fluctuating asymmetry between otoliths from an outlier collected 
at Kau Bay and (b) directional asymmetry between two otoliths from an individual 
collected at Wahine Park that was missing the right pelvic fin. The encircled line at 






Environmental drivers of variation in social structure of 




Environmental patterns and processes vary across a range of spatial and 
temporal scales (Bolliger et al. 2005, Emlen and Oring 1977, C. Moore et al. 2011). 
Heterogeneity in the physical environment, such as habitat composition and 
patchiness, substrate type, and topographic complexity, helps to shape the natural 
organisation and distribution of organisms (Schröder and Seppelt 2006, Wagner and 
Fortin 2005). In the marine environment, fish assemblages are sensitive to variation in 
the environmental landscape around them. Community structure can be altered by the 
presence of contiguous reef or patch reef (Ault and Johnson 1998) and specific 
features of habitat can be used to explain variation in species assemblages (Grober-
Dunsmore et al. 2008). Friedlander and Parrish (1998), for example, integrated 
multiple measures of habitat (reef rugosity or relief, percent cover of substrate type, 
percent cover of algal species, depth, and location) to describe variation in species 
assemblage and found that location and habitat complexity (shelter, rugosity, and 
substratum cover) were critically important for explaining species diversity. In 
addition, physical environment may shape population density. Although magnitude of 
recruitment can lead to variation in density among separate locations (e.g. Jones 1980, 
Gust et al. 2002), Ault and Johnson (1998) reinforced that habitat, reef composition, 
and post-recruitment processes are also important in determining the density of a 
population.  
Density is related to sex ratio and size-frequency in populations of 
hermaphroditic reef fish (Munday et al. 2006). Density, sex ratio, and size-frequency 
describe the social structure of a population, and shifts in social structure can reflect 
plasticity in mating strategy and the timing of sex change. As the physical 
environment can influence population density, it may also influence the social 
structure and mating strategy of populations of hermaphroditic reef fish, particularly 
for species that are habitat specialists in some aspect of their ecology. Caracanthus 
unipinna, for example, is an obligate coral-dwelling goby and can change sex from 
female to male (Wong et al. 2005). Wong and colleagues showed that individuals 
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formed monogamous pair bonds on small coral heads where population density was 
low and the sex ratio was limited to one male and one female. However, on large 
coral heads, population density increased, the sex ratio became skewed towards 
females, and individuals engaged in polygyny (Wong et al. 2005). Alternatively, the 
black-eyed goby is not a habitat specialist but relies on the availability of a specific 
spawning habitat to attract mates (Breitburg 1987). Breitburg (1987) showed that 
interspecific competition for spawning territories limited the number of territories 
available to black-eyed gobies, and selected for populations characterised by female-
skewed sex ratios and fewer larger males than when interspecific competition was 
relieved. This exemplifies how an interaction between the physical environment and 
prevalence of other species can influence social structure and mating strategy. 
Understanding the relationship between social structure and environmental variables 
is important (Robertson and Warner 1978), but investigations of these interactions are 
rare (e.g. Lejeune 1987).  
In northeastern New Zealand, topographic complexity and macroalgal cover 
can influence the abundance of reef fishes (Choat and Ayling 1987, Connell and Jones 
1991, Kingett and Choat 1981), but associations between individual species and 
habitat are not well studied in many locations (Cole et al. 2012). This study takes 
advantage of a natural gradient in swell exposure to investigate the relationship 
between environmental variables and social structure of the protogynous (female first) 
hermaphrodite, the spotty (Notolabrus celidotus). The Wellington Harbour entrance 
on the south coast of Miramar Peninsula frequently experiences swells from 2 – 6 m 
and is characterised by deep bedrock habitat with a variety of algal species dispersed 
along the benthos. Conversely, there is an abundance of sandy habitat inside the 
harbour where the magnitude of swell decreases, and algal habitat is typically limited 
to shallow reefs. Spotties are described as a generalist species and exploit a variety of 
habitats and prey items (Davis 2010). Despite their generalist tendencies, though, a 
preference for specific spawning territories may limit the rate of sex change in some 
locations (Chapter 2), as males require open rocky area with central algal cover to 
attract females to spawn (Jones 1981). Furthermore, evidence suggests that size-
frequency of individuals is reduced (Choat and Ayling 1987), and population density 
increases, in the sheltered regions of exposure gradients (Davis 2010, Schiel and 
Hickford 2001). Studies indicate that juveniles display a strong preference for shallow 
algal habitat (Jones 1984a, Pérez-Matus and Shima 2010b), but rarely report the 
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distribution of males and females, despite that this species displays clear sexual 
dimorphism.  
Here, I investigate if population density, size-frequency, and sex ratio can be 
explained by variation in substratum type, topographic complexity, percent cover of 
substrate holders, and location along the length of the Wellington Harbour entrance. 
Specifically I ask: how well do environmental variables explain natural variation in 
the social structure of spotties? I hypothesize that 1) density will increase and size-
frequency will decrease with increasing proximity to the northern end of Miramar 
Peninsula, 2) density and size-frequency will be related to habitat type due to 
ontogenetic shifts in habitat preference; juveniles (small size-frequency) will be 
associated with rocky substrate and algal habitat while adults will be more generalist 
in habitat preference 3) high density will be correlated with algal habitat due to 
juvenile preference, and 4) sex ratio will be constrained by territory availability and 
be skewed towards females where desirable spawning territory is limiting (in sandy 
areas with low relief). The opportunity is taken to compare social structure of spotties 






4.2.1 Species and sampling 
Spotties are sexually dimorphic (Choat 1965, Chapter 1). The initial phase 
(female) displays a dark lateral spot while the terminal phase (male) displays a dorsal 
barring pattern; the terms ‘initial phase’ and ‘terminal phase’ are used as a small 
number of males sometimes retain the initial phase colour pattern (Jones 1980). Male 
spotties attract mates by actively defending spawning territories, and females select 
the territories they spawn in (Jones 1981). Jones (1981) suggests that the most 
desirable territories are characterised by an open rocky area with a large boulder and 
some central algal cover.  
This study took place in Wellington during the spawning season for spotties in 
July 2012. I sampled 30 sites along the east coast of Miramar Peninsula between Kau 
Bay and Palmer Head (Figure 4.1). Miramar Peninsula is characterised by a gradient 
in swell exposure; Kau Bay is north-facing and protected from southerly swell while 
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Palmer Head is on the south coast and frequently experiences swells from 2 – 6 m. 
This presents a range of physical environments with bedrock and algae along the 
south coast being replaced by sand and shallow reef in the harbour (personal 
observation).  
I used a stationary sampling method (Bohnsack and Bannerot 1986) to 
estimate spotty density, size-frequency, sex ratio, and environmental variables 
between Palmer Head and Kau Bay. Stationary sampling involves an observer 
remaining stationary while making observations in a set area and for a set amount of 
time (one station). This method allows multiple sites to be sampled quickly and can 
be effective for juvenile spotties as transects often underestimate small individuals 
sheltering in algae (Willis 2001). I sampled 30 sites over the course of two days with 
15 sites that represented the southern half of the harbour gradient sampled on day one 
and 15 sites that represented the northern half of the harbour gradient sampled on day 
two (Figure 4.1). On a sampling day, I sampled sites in no particular order to reduce a 
confounding effect from time of day. The weather in Wellington can change rapidly 
and often unexpectedly. I chose two consecutive sampling days with similar marine 
forecasts to minimise confounding effects related to weather, time, or season. 
However, on each day of sampling, rising afternoon winds limited the time spent on 
the water. A portion of coastline furthest from the boat ramps was not extensively 
sampled due to this limitation in time (Figure 4.1). This area is characterised by a long 
flat sandy beach and sites at either end of this beach were sampled. I assumed that 
limiting the number of sites in this long sandy beach area did not greatly affect the 





Figure 4.1: Exposure gradient extends along the east coast of the Miramar Peninsula 
at the Wellington Harbour entrance. Kau Bay is situated inside the sheltered harbour 
while Palmer Head is on the exposed south coast. Thirty study sites were placed 
randomly between Kau Bay and Palmer Head. An extended flat sandy beach in the 
centre of the gradient was not repeatedly sampled. Location of Miramar Peninsula in 




4.2.2 Social structure 
I estimated fish length and abundance at all sites while one other diver 
estimated habitat variables. Myself and the other diver completed one fish station and 
four habitat stations at each site. For each fish station, I recorded total length (mm) 
and species of all fish that swam into an area 2m by 2m by 2m directly in front of me 
for a period of 5 minutes. I calculated spotty density as the total number of spotties 
(juvenile, initial phase and terminal phase) recorded in one station (density per 2 m3). 
I calculated the operational sex ratio as the proportion of mature initial phase 
individuals relative to terminal phase individuals. This does not take into account any 
males masquerading as the initial phase, though the proportion of male initial phase 
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fish is expected to be low (Chapter 2). Individuals 130 mm (total length) and larger 
were assumed to be mature (Chapter 2). I calculated each median size, upper size 
range, and lower size range, as measures of size-frequency for each station. The upper 
size range is the median plus one standard deviation, and the lower size range is the 
median minus one standard deviation. Behaviour of labrid fishes is not typically 
affected by the presence of divers (Denny 2005) and a period of acclimation prior to 
initiating counts was not taken. Accuracy of estimating total length of fish was 
determined by running a transect through plastic fish of known length prior to 
sampling, and my estimates closely matched known data (Chapter 2, Appendix A). 
 
4.2.3 Environment 
I included four habitat stations to each single fish station to increase the 
estimate of available habitat. Spotties swim about home ranges or territories that 
increase in area relative to their size (Jones 1981), thus surveying only one habitat 
station could underestimate the habitat used by individuals recorded in one station. I 
averaged the four habitat stations to yield data for one habitat station at each site prior 
to statistical analyses. I used six variables to describe environment: location, relief 
(topographic complexity), substrate, substrate holder, temperature, and density of 
other fish. I created a dummy variable for location by assigning each site a number 
that pertained to its position on the sampling gradient. The southern-most site 
(41˚20’59.58’’S, 174˚49’6.66’’E) was number 1 and the northern-most 
(41˚17’3.32’’S, 174˚49’36.38’’E) site was number 30. I used density of fish other 
than spotties in place of species richness or abundance indices as spotties were the 
most abundant fish detected and biased estimates of these indices.  
I used three variables to describe habitat: relief, percent cover of substrate, and 
percent cover of substrate holders (attached living organisms). The other diver 
visually estimated these variables while I conducted fish estimates. Visual estimation 
of habitat can be more efficient and can be done more accurately and with less 
variability between estimates than traditional point-contact methods (Dethier et al. 
1993).  
Relief was used as a measure of topographic complexity and was recorded as a 
number (in centimetres) that represented the difference in height between the lowest 
and highest points within the station area. Jones (1981) suggested that the presence of 
a large boulder can increase desirability of spawning grounds, and thus relief may 
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influence the distribution of males. Substrate was described by five variables: sand, 
cobble, gravel, boulder, and bedrock. At one site, “manmade” was added to the list of 
substrate types due to the presence of tyres in an otherwise sandy habitat. This site 
was later excluded as an outlier. Substrate holders (attached organisms) were recorded 
in the following categories: bare sand, gravel/broken shell, algal turf, Carpophyllum 
species, Macrocystis pyrifera, Ecklonia radiata, Lessonia variegata, Landsburgia, 
Marginariella, Undaria pinnatifida, fleshy red species, crustose coralline, articulated 
coralline, green algae, and animal (primarily ascidians, ~ 2% sponges). I included 
sand and gravel/broken shell to describe areas where the substrate was not occupied 
by any attached living organism. 
A Sensus ultra data logger recorded temperature at 10 second intervals, and 
numbers were averaged to obtain one temperature reading per site. The Sensus ultra 
began and ended recordings at 1 m depth and records to within 0.01˚C. Temperature 
was included as a variable because it appeared to differ between sampling days and 
may have confounded results. To account for ontogenetic shifts in the distribution of 
spotties (Jones 1980), I conducted stations at a variety of depths between 2 and 9 m. 
 
4.2.4 Analyses 
I used a principal component analysis (PCA) for substrate variables to assess 
how different aspects of substrate were related and to create a set of independent 
substrate variables. I repeated the PCA for substrate holder variables. The first 
principal components of each analysis alone explained a considerable proportion of 
the variation and were used in subsequent analyses to represent each substrate and 
substrate holders. This was taken as sufficient representation of substrate and 
substrate holders and no further scores were tested in order to avoid over-
parameterisation. 
I ran multiple regression with six explanatory variables: location, relief, 
substrate, substrate holder, temperature, and density of other fish. The best-fit models 
chosen were those that only contained predictor variables significant at % = 0.05. Five 
response variables were tested: density, operational sex ratio, median size, upper size 
range, and lower size range. I excluded all sites in which there were zero spotties for 
the multiple regressions involving operational sex ratio and size-frequency variables 
as response variables. Involving zero counts would artificially inflate the number of 
males detected, and it is meaningless to assess size where there were no spotties 
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detected. For upper and lower size range analyses, I also excluded all sites where only 
one spotty was recorded, as it is meaningless to assess range where no range existed. 
Proportion data do not conform to the assumptions of a normal linear model because 
they have bounded limits (at 1 and 0) and therefore require a different analysis. I used 
multiple regression for generalised linear models with binomial errors for the analysis 
involving operational sex ratio.  
Assumptions relating to homogeneity of variance, non-linearity, and leverage 
were checked during multiple regression on residual plots (Quinn and Keough 2002). 
Multiple regression was run forward, backward, and stepwise, yielding no difference 
in the best-fit model selected.  
 






One outlier consistently stood out in all distributions (Figure 4.2). This outlier 
was at a site that had a number of tyres clumped together in an otherwise sparse, flat, 
and sandy environment. This manmade habitat created substrate for algae and 
attracted fish. It was excluded from analyses as it was the only manmade substrate 
encountered and did not reflect natural conditions as indicated by other stations. 
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Figure 4.2: Linear least-squares regression between density of spotties (Notolabrus 
celidotus) and the four environmental variables location, temperature, substrate 
(Substrate1; principal component one) and substrate holder (Holder1; principal 




4.3.1 Habitat variables 
In the PCA involving substrate variables, the first principal component 
explained 62% of the variation, the second explained 22.5%, and the third explained 
15%. The first principal component loaded strongly positively for bedrock and 
strongly negatively for sand (Figure 4.3). I used scores from the first component in 
multiple regression and treated these as a variable that scored substrate on a hardness 













































gradient with negative values representing sand and positive values representing 
bedrock.  
In the PCA involving substrate holders, the first principal component 
explained 56% of the variation, the second explained 17% of the variation, and the 
third explained 12.5% of the variation. The first principal component loaded strongly 
positively for bare sand, slightly positively for fleshy red algae and U. pinnatifida, and 
negatively for all brown algal variables, green algae, crustose and articulated 
coralline, and animal categories (Figure 4.4). I used scores from the first principal 
component in multiple regression and treated these as a variable that scored substrate 
holders on a gradient of habitat complexity; strongly negative numbers represented 
complex algal habitat and strongly positive numbers represented low complexity 









Figure 4.3: Loadings from principal components analysis (PCA) of 5 substrate 
variables (sand, gravel, cobble, boulder, bedrock) along the first two principal 
components axes. The first principal component (Comp. 1) explains 62% of the 
variation and the second principal component (Comp. 2) explains 22.5% of the 
variation. Sand is negative along the first principal component axis indicating that 
sand is less common in areas where the substrate is comprised of gravel, cobble, 
bedrock and boulder. The second principal component suggests that bedrock and sand 
are common in areas where gravel, cobble, and boulder decrease. The arrows 
represent the loadings of the variables. The numbers represent the row in the original 
data-frame. The PCA was run for estimates of habitat made at depths between 2 and 9 






























































Figure 4.4: Loadings from principal components analysis (PCA) of substrate holder 
variables along the first two principal components axes (crustose coralline algae, 
fleshy red algae, bare rock, sand, or sand/shall/gravel where no substrate holders 
dominate the substrate, and a selection of brown algal species common in the study 
area). The first principal component (Comp. 1) explains 56% of the variation and the 
second principal component (Comp. 2) explains 17% of the variation. Algal species 
are negative along the first principal component axis, while sand (no substrate holder) 
is strongly positive. The first principal component indicates that sand and algal habitat 
occur in separate areas. The second principal component suggests that crustose 
coralline algae and sand/shell/gravel (no substrate holder) occur in separate areas, 
with intermediate areas characterised by sand and algal species. The arrows represent 
the loadings of the variables. The numbers represent the row in the original data-
frame. The PCA was run for estimates of habitat made at depths between 2 and 9 m 
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4.3.2 Social structure and environment 
 Density was best explained by a model that incorporated substrate but 
explanatory power was low (32% variation explained; Table 4.1). The relationship 
between substrate and density was positive, indicating that density was higher in 
habitats characterised by hard substrate (boulder and bedrock). No variables were 
retained in the model to describe operational sex ratio.  
 Only temperature was useful for explaining size-frequency but the explanatory 
power was low for each variable (Table 4.1). Temperature explained 27% of the 
variation, 35% of the variation, and 25% of the variation for median size, lower size 
range, and upper size range respectively. The relationship between temperature and 
each size-frequency variable was positive, suggesting that median size, lower size 
range, and upper size range each increased with increasing temperature.  
 In no case was a model able to explain more than 32% of the variation. Only 
substrate and temperature were detected as significant predictor variables.  
 
 
Table 4.1: Results of multiple regression run for four response variables describing 
the social structure of spotties (Notolabrus celidotus): density, median size, lower size 
range (median - 1 SD), and upper size range (median + 1 SD). Density was weakly 
explained by substrate type, and variables pertaining to size were weakly explained by 
temperature. All p-values are significant at % = 0.05 (shown in bold). 
Response Source of variation F R2 R2adj P 
Density Substrate 12.96 0.3243 0.2993 0.001 
Median Temperature 7.713 0.2686 0.2338 0.011 
Lower size range Temperature 9.14 0.3497 0.3114 0.008 





 This study aimed to investigate patterns of variation in social structure of 
spotties with respect to variation in their environment. The results suggest that density 
of spotties is positively correlated with rocky substrate and that size-frequency is 
smaller with decreasing temperature. No conclusions can be drawn relating 
operational sex ratio and environmental variables.  
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The correlation between density and hard substrate differs from the 
expectation that density would increase in the harbour (where hard substrate was 
thought to be less abundant). Further, it contradicts the suggestions that spotties 
achieve their highest density over sandy areas with patch reef (Schiel and Hickford 
2001) and that density of spotties is highest in sheltered locations (Choat and Ayling 
1987, Davis 2010, Schiel and Hickford 2001, Chapter 2), as rocky habitat (where 
these results suggest spotties are more abundant) was thought to better characterise 
the exposed harbour entrance as opposed to sites within the sheltered harbour. Jones 
(1984a) suggested that large initial phase females associate primarily with bare rocky 
habitat, but only rocky reef appeared to be sampled. The relationship between density 
and substrate may be driven by a strong preference of juveniles for algal habitat 
(Jones 1984b), which requires rock for attachment, but this does not explain why 
relationships between density and algae, or size-frequency and algae, were not 
detected. These results seem inconclusive and suggest that a greater number of 
observations are needed in order to illuminate patterns of correlation between density 
and substrate.  
The results suggest that smaller individuals were more common as 
temperature decreased. Low temperatures can lead to slow growth and subsequently 
smaller size-frequency (Yamahira and Conover 2002). In this study, lower 
temperatures were detected in the harbour, and could result in smaller size-frequency 
if sustained through time. Size-frequency, however, was not related to location and 
this study does not support the hypothesis that size-frequency is smaller in the 
harbour. I concluded previously that small size-frequency, slow growth, and reduced 
length-at-age in a harbour population of spotties, was driven by density-dependent 
processes rather than by temperature (Chapter 2), and the results of the present study 
do not change this conclusion. As Hooper (2008) found that spotties perform better at 
the lower rather than the upper limit of their thermal tolerance, it is unlikely that size-
frequency would be affected this strongly by a small shift in temperature. 
Alternatively, fish can become more active, aggressive, and feed more frequently at 
high temperature (Biro et al. 2010, Ratnasabapathi et al. 1992, Taniguchi et al. 1998) 
and small fish may be more vulnerable to predation at high temperature (Biro et al. 
2007, Theodorou et al. 2012). The relationship between small size-frequency and low 
temperature may reflect the emergence of smaller individuals during a period of low 
predator activity. This largely hypothetical conclusion requires further investigation to 
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be supported. Most likely, the results presented here were confounded by adverse 
weather on day 2 (see below).  
The results do not support the hypothesis that sex ratio would be constrained 
by the presence of desirable spawning territory. The inability of this study to detect a 
relationship between sex ratio and environment may stem from the sampling design, 
rather than the absence of such a relationship. Many stations were excluded from this 
analysis when zero spotties were recorded. It is likely that meaningful results required 
a larger sample size. This topic deserves further investigation. 
What the results of this study most clearly suggest is that the sampling design 
was insufficient for detecting patterns of correlation between social structure and 
environmental variables. These conclusions may be confounded by a change in the 
weather between sampling days. Water temperatures on day 2, during which the 
northern half of the gradient was sampled, were noticeably cooler than day 1, and 
unexpected adverse weather meant that the day warmed very slowly. On this day, 
there were very rarely fish observed in the earliest sampled and coldest stations, 
despite that a number of these stations fell in habitats conducive to spotties. Labrid 
fish characteristically take cover in the benthos to sleep for the night and are 
frequently the last fish to emerge in the morning (Hobson 1965, Robertson and 
Sheldon 1979). Many species of wrasse are sensitive to light regimes in developing 
their circadian rhythm (Gerkema et al. 2000, Hur et al. 2012, Iigo et al. 2003). It is 
possible that overcast weather on the second day of sampling delayed the emergence 
of spotties in the morning. It is difficult to assess whether the correlations detected 
here are due to true underlying patterns or to confounding effects of weather. The 
potential for confounding factors to impact the detection of relationships between 
social structure and the physical environment highlights the necessity of large sample 
sizes for examining these patterns. A similar study would benefit from spreading sites 




Chapter 5: General Discussion 
  
5.1 Summary of findings 
 The main aim of this thesis was to investigate how reproductive ecology and 
condition of a temperate protogynous hermaphrodite varied when sampled at a small 
spatial scale. This study focused on spotties, Notolabrus celidotus, inhabiting 9 km of 
coastline characterised by a gradient in swell exposure; the northern most area 
sampled was sheltered from southerly swell and characterised by sandy habitat with 
shallow algal cover, while the southern end frequently experiences swells from 2 – 6 
m and was characterised by deep bedrock habitat with algal patches dispersed along 
the benthos. This study concluded that 1) the predictions of the size advantage model 
pertaining to sex change, growth, and mortality, were supported in two populations of 
spotties examined at either end of this exposure gradient, 2) variation in social 
structure may indicate that the rate of sex change is limited in some locations, and 3) 
measures of stress and physiological condition inconsistently characterised the 
populations and indicate that these measures could not be used interchangeably in this 
study. In addition, a closer inspection of the relationship between social structure and 
the physical environment highlighted the necessity for large sample sizes when 
investigating patchy distributions. This chapter discusses the implications of these 
findings for the conservation of spotties and hermaphroditic reef fish in general. 
 The size advantage model predicts that early sex change will be correlated 
with slow growth, high mortality, or both (Warner 1988). Individuals sampled from 
Kau Bay in Wellington Harbour exhibited slower growth and higher mortality than 
individuals sampled from Wahine Park on the south coast of the harbour entrance. In 
line with predictions of the size advantage model, a portion of individuals at Kau Bay 
changed sex a year earlier and at smaller sizes than any individual collected from 
Wahine Park (Chapter 2). These results indicate that the size advantage model will be 
useful for understanding sex change in these populations. Additionally, they suggest 
that populations of spotties characterised by slow growth and high mortality in other 
locations can be expected to change sex earlier, though this hypothesis will require 
further investigation to be validated. Importantly, the timing of maturation appeared 
to be delayed at Kau Bay relative to Wahine Park, which was not predicted by the size 
advantage model, but was expected as maturation can be delayed by slow growth in 
this species (Jones 1980, Jones and Thompson 1980). This reinforces the notion that 
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future applications of the size advantage model will be most useful when used in 
conjunction with species-specific knowledge (Warner 1988). 
 An investigation of social structure highlighted that the proportion of males 
relative to females was lower than expected at Kau Bay compared to Wahine Park. 
This result suggests that the rate of sex change is limited and may be constrained by a 
reduced supply of spawning territories where sandy habitat predominates. In this case, 
high density may not be an accurate indication of reproductive potential. Few studies 
call attention to the impact of spawning territory availability on the rate of sex change 
and reproductive output of a population (Breitburg 1987, Lejeune 1987). If future 
research reveals that territory availability plays a role in determining the number of 
individuals that change sex, then this will be a key consideration in the design of 
fisheries models and marine reserves for hermaphroditic reef fish species. A closer 
inspection of social structure and physical environment revealed inconclusive results 
in this study but highlighted that large sample sizes will be useful for detecting these 
patterns in future research. This topic remains open to investigation and will be 
important for determining the adaptability of reproductive strategy in hermaphrodites 
across a range of environmental conditions. 
 Spotties rely on separate seasons for spawning and sex change (Jones 1980). 
The small proportion of males detected in this study, and the potential for the rate of 
sex change to be limited, are thus of concern at Kau Bay as any males removed will 
not be replaced until the following sex change season. Furthermore, removing a small 
number of males may have a disproportionate effect on the reproductive potential of 
the population, as this could reduce reproductive output until after the next sex change 
season, when males are replaced and spawning activity resumes. These processes 
could affect fisheries species like the New Zealand butterfish (Trip et al. 2011b) and 
California sheephead (Warner 1975) that also rely on separate spawning and sex 
change seasons.  In protogynous species, males tend to dominate the largest size 
classes and selective mortality from fishing pressure on these large size classes can 
disproportionately remove males from a population (Hamilton et al. 2007).  If present, 
the coupled effects of selective mortality and limited rates of sex change could rapidly 
reduce the rate of recovery of fished populations. Understanding factors that can limit 
the rate of sex change in hermaphroditic reef fish may be critical to the successful 
regulation of species that are targets of fisheries.  
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This study suggests that the proportion of initial phase males to terminal phase 
males was higher at Kau Bay than Wahine Park. In many hermaphroditic fish species, 
non-territorial initial phase males are common at high density and achieve a high rate 
of spawning success by interfering with the mating events of a dominant male 
(McCormick et al. 2010, Robertson and Warner 1978, Robertson et al. 1982, Warner 
and Robertson 1978). Such a process may increase the reproductive potential at Kau 
Bay, despite a paucity of desirable spawning territories and low number of terminal 
phase males. Jones (1980), however, observed that spawning interference by initial 
phase males was low for spotties at Leigh. Furthermore, although the ratio of initial 
phase males to terminal phase males was high at Kau Bay, the total number of initial 
phase males detected was low, and it is possible that instead of reproducing, these 
individuals were in the process of changing to the terminal phase colour pattern to 
compete for territories. Observational studies are required in these populations to 
assess the importance of spawning interference by initial phase males for the 
reproductive potential of the population. 
Fulton’s condition factor (K) and fluctuating asymmetry were positively 
correlated in this study, contrary to expectations. Furthermore, slow growth and high 
mortality likely resulted from density-dependent stress at Kau Bay, but although K 
indicated reduced physiological condition, low levels of fluctuating asymmetry 
suggested individuals were less stressed at Kau Bay. The results highlight that 
fluctuating asymmetry and condition indices may not be interchangeable measures of 
stress in adult populations, but instead offer complementary information. Fluctuating 
asymmetry is likely to reflect cumulative stress throughout an individual’s lifetime, 
whereas the condition indices measured here may indicate recent stress. It is possible 
that different phenotypes suffered different levels of mortality throughout their life 
history, for example, asymmetric individuals in poor physiological condition suffered 
higher mortality than asymmetric individuals in better physiological condition. Such a 
process could result in the positive relationship between fluctuating asymmetry and K 
detected here and may be important in future work. The results of this study are in 
line with inconsistent correlations between fluctuating asymmetry and condition 
indices reported in literature (Grønkjaer and Sand 2003, Lemberget and McCormick 
2009, Somarakis et al. 1997). The conclusion is that fluctuating asymmetry and 
condition indices measure different aspects of physiological condition, as Urbach and 
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colleagues (2007) similarly suggested, and these measures will need to be applied in 
future studies with careful consideration of the stressors they are assumed to reflect. 
To successfully use fluctuating asymmetry as an indicator of stress at the 
population level, a baseline of naturally occurring levels of fluctuating asymmetry 
may need to be quantified prior to assessing the impact of an environmental stressor 
(Allenbach 2010). The research presented here supports this notion, as it was not 
possible to determine when asymmetries arose in an individual’s development. 
Without prior knowledge, fluctuating asymmetry could not be correlated to a 
particular stressor, as it may have been an artifact of any past experience. The results 
suggest that stressors late in life history are as relevant to the development of 
fluctuating asymmetry in otoliths as stressors early in life history, and furthermore, 
that sex-specific expression of fluctuating asymmetry may be an important 
consideration for hermaphroditic species. These conclusions highlight that a cautious 
approach is required when estimating fluctuating asymmetry in adult sex-changing 
populations. This will be important in future studies if fluctuating asymmetry is to be 
applied to monitor stress as suggested (Clarke 1995, Allenbach 2011).  
Fisheries management and marine reserve designs that account for sex 
changing life histories will be beneficial to the conservation of hermaphroditic reef 
fish (Chan et al. 2012). An important component of this concept is to understand how 
life history traits can vary across a range of spatial scales (Gust 2004). This thesis 
demonstrated that social structure, life history, and condition of a temperate 
protogynous hermaphrodite varied between populations separated by only 9 km, a 
distance much smaller than the scale at which fisheries operate. The research 
presented here is among the first to call attention to sex-specific fluctuating 
asymmetry and the relationship between territory-limitation and sex change in 
hermaphroditic species. These findings present important considerations in fisheries 
management and marine reserve design for hermaphroditic reef fish. Reproductive 
ecology and the physical environment are complicated topics, and investigating how 
these two are related will further our understanding of the natural reproductive 
potential of populations. The knowledge gained through this research will contribute 





5.2 Future directions 
 This thesis highlights a number of areas that would benefit from further 
investigation. The influence of spawning territory limitation on the rate of sex change 
and reproductive potential will be achieved by integrating observational studies with 
experimental manipulation of habitat and social structure. Understanding how the rate 
of sex change influences reproductive output in species that do not change sex year-
round will be an important goal. This may be achieved by following experimental 
populations through time to determine the rate of sex change during the sex change 
season and following the removal of reproductive males. In addition, an 
understanding of how social structure is shaped by environmental variables will be 
useful for estimating the reproductive potential of populations across different 
locations. To investigate how the physical environment can influence social structure 
or sex change, sampling designs will need to account for the confounding influence of 
daily fluctuations in weather and temperature, and how the diurnal habits of fish relate 
to these factors. The ability to detect real patterns in social structure will require large 
sample sizes and be benefited from assessing a range of spatial scales. 
 In order for fluctuating asymmetry to be a useful tool for detecting stress in 
natural populations, future investigations should examine how trait-specific 
fluctuating asymmetry develops as a function of particular stressors that are relevant 
at distinct phases of an individual’s life history. Investigations of fluctuating 
asymmetry will be benefited by integrating long-term studies with periodic 
measurements of fluctuating asymmetry to determine how asymmetries develop in 
different ontogenetic groups of a population. This will help quantify baselines of 
natural fluctuating asymmetry in adult populations. In addition, assessing the rate of 
mortality on specific phenotypes of fluctuating asymmetry or condition may clarify 
the relationship between fluctuating asymmetry and condition indices.  
 Furthering our understanding of how sex-changing species vary naturally 
across heterogeneous landscapes will be important in the spatial design of fisheries 
management and marine reserves. A number of areas remain open to investigation 
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Appendix A: Accuracy of visually estimating fish length  
 
 
Appendix A.1: Linear least-squares regression between visual estimates of total 
length of fish and known lengths for plastic fish estimated on transect underwater. 
Estimates are presented for (a) myself (R2 = 0.98) and (b) one other diver (R2 = 0.98). 
The estimated lengths closely reflect the known data and indicate that fish length can 
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Appendix B: Measurement error in estimates of fluctuating 
asymmetry 
 
Appendix B.1: Nested analysis of variance for repeated measurements of fluctuating 
asymmetry in 5 variables of otolith size: area, perimeter, axis (major), axis (minor), 
and weight. Repeated measurements of fluctuating asymmetry are nested in otolith 
side (right or left), which is nested in individual (that otoliths were extracted from). 
The results indicate that there is a significant difference between individuals and 
otolith sides despite the residual variation due to measurement error. This suggests 
that measurement error is low and estimates of fluctuating asymmetry like reflect true 
fluctuating asymmetry. 
 
Source of variation df MS F P 
a. Area     
   Individual 4 0.541 6377.2 < 0.001 
   Individual:Side 5 0.007 82.3 < 0.001 
   Residuals 20 8.49!10-05   
b. Perimeter 
       Individual 4 1.102 2321.1 < 0.001 
   Individual:Side 5 0.009 18.4 < 0.001 
   Residuals 20 0.0005   
c. Axis (major) 
      Individual 4 0.139 2643.7 < 0.001 
   Individual:Side 5 0.003 58.3 < 0.001 
   Residuals 20 5.26!10-05   
d. Axis (minor) 
      Individual 4 0.025 4300.3 < 0.001 
   Individual:Side 5 0.002 296.8 < 0.001 
   Residuals 20 5.76!10-06   
e. Weight 
       Individual 4 8.19!10-07 6139.8 < 0.001 
   Individual:Side 5 8.98!10-09 67.4 < 0.001 
   Residuals 20 1.33!10-10   
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